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Title: Beam Modes of Lasers with Misaligned Complex Optical Elements
A recurring theme in my research is that mathematical matrix methods may be
used in a wide variety of physics and engineering applications. Transfer matrix tech-
niques are conceptually and mathematically simple, and they encourage a systems
approach. Once one is familiar with one transfer matrix method, it is straightforward to
learn another, even if it is from a completely different branch of science. Thus it is use-
ful to overview these methods, and this has been done here. Of special interest are the
applications of these methods to laser optics, and matrix theorems concerning multipass
optical systems and periodic optical systems have been generalized here to include, for
example, the effect of misalignment on the performance of an optical system. In addi-
tion, a transfer matrix technique known as generalized beam method has been derived
to treat misalignment effects in complex optical systems. Previous theories used
numerical or ad hoc analytical solutions to a complicated diffraction integral. The gen-
eralized beam matrix formalism was also extended to higher-order beam modes of
lasers and used to study mode discrimination in lasers with misaligned complex optical
elements.
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PREFACE
A man gives his friend, an apple farmer a mysterious new fruit he bought at the
market. The man asks "What kind of apple is this?" The apple farmer briefly surveys
the fruit and concludes "It's an orange-colored apple." Upon further inspection the
apple farmer decides that it's a "coreless, orange-colored apple." Still not being com-
pletely satisfied the apple farmer cut open the fruit. After getting his hands sticky from
the "apple" juice the farmer finally realized what he had - a "juicy, coreless, orange-
colored apple."
The apple farmer's youngest son wanders by. Having never seen or heard of this
bright-colored fruit he takes a bite, and declares "it looks like an orange."
Some percentage of science and engineering seems to be plagued with several
maladies. As in the above paragraphs, outdated ideas, valid in their time, are often
clung to too heavily. Interestingly, the originators of these ideas are often forgottcn or
mistaken. Another unfortunate occurence is that pcople often apply complicatcd for-
malisms to problems which may be dealt with straightforwardly. One of the goals of
this thesis is to, rectify some of these tcndencies when they are applied to thc funda-
mental problem of laser beam propagation and laser resonator mode design.
It is an impossible task to thank all of those whose efforts have madc this work a
reality. As a self-described natural philosopher, I am very cognizant of my utter depen-
dence upon the contributions of my contemporaries and my predecessors. Thanks is
due to, for example, Michael A. Faraday, James C. Maxwell, and Oliver Heaviside, for
their role in the development of the electromagnetic theory used as a starting point here.
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However, many other researchers are also responsible for developing the mathematics,
physics, and inspiration required for this work. Certainly my parents have had an
important role in the development of the this work. I would like to thank them not for
"just having me," but for providing for my emotional and physical needs and creating
an atmosphere that encouraged development. Without affirmation, friendship, and love,
it is impossible for one to develop and mature, and without this process, this thesis
would never have been written. The world is a place of interdependent relationships,
and this synergy has played an important role in the development of this work.
Though a great many people deserve some measure of thanks for their contribu-
tion to this dissertation, there are several who should be mentioned by name. First and
foremost, loving thanks to my wife, Lyn, for all the support and hard work, often per-
forming the duties of two parents while I was laboring over the project. Thanks too, to
my sons Forrest and Sylvan who help me to see what life is really all about. From the
electrical engineering department, I would like to thank the office coordinator Shirley
C. Clark, and Laura B. Riddell and Ellen E. Wack of the secretarial staff. They were
excellent guides in the university's bureaucratic jungle. I have benefitted from my
interactions with the laser group, who I would also like to thank.
Finally, I would like to thank my collaborator/mentor/role-model/hero Dr. Lee W.
Casperson. His patience and support have helped me in all aspects of "being and
becoming" a scientist. Even in the early days of my doctoral research, he seemed
satisfied with my ability to do work. However, many projects were left uncompleted,
and he would often say "work, finish, publish" quoting Michael Faraday who thought it
so important that he had this put on his tombstone (the quote originated from Benjamin
Franklin). Since then Dr. Casperson and I have collaborated on several publications,
and it is hoped that my modest improvement has given him some small measure of
vsatisfaction. One of my life's goals is to some day inspire others as Dr. Casperson has
done me. This would be the ultimate tribute to a great man.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A laser is essentially an optical gain medium in a resonator structure which provides
positive feedback. A basic requirement for laser operation is that the amplifier gain be
greater than the loss from the resonator. Small misalignments often cause a dramatic
decrease of the feedback in the resonator. Thus, laser alignment is an important practical
problem for laser designers and users.
In the simplest confined-mode laser designs, slight misalignments only redefine the
optic axis. Because of this and since the assumption of perfect alignment leads to a
dramatic simplification of the equations governing laser beam propagation, the effects of
misalignment are usually ignored. In the laboratory and on the factory floor, lasers are
aligned to achieve maximum power. However, in modern laser design, maximum power
may occur at a different alignment from that which produces the optimum spectrum,
beam quality, or pulsewidth. Thus, there may not alway be a unique definition of
"aligned."
A novel transfer matrix method is developed here to determine quantitatively the
effect of misalignment on laser performance. Transfer matrix techniques are conceptually
and mathematically simple, and they encourage a systems approach. Once one is fami-
liar with one transfer matrix method, it is straightforward to learn another, even if it is
from a completely different branch of science. The merits of our emphasis on simplicity
has been echoed by scientists throughout the ages. Andre Weil put it bluntly "In the
future, as in the past, the great ideas must be simplifying ideas." Josiah W. Gibbs (1839-
1903) said "One of the principal objects of theoretical research in my department of
2knowledge is to find the point of view from which the subject appears in its greatest sim-
plicity." This work is different from much of the literature on the subject which uses
unnecessarily complicated mathematical formalisms. Another difficulty inherent to the
modern publication process also exists in the literature. As may be seen from, for exam-
ple, the work of Lee W. Casperson, even if articles are well written, they are scattered
throughout a variety of journals [I ]-[ 139]. In addition to generalizing Gaussian laser
beam theory to include misaligned complex optical systems and laser resonators, this
thesis provides a much needed summary of Gaussian laser beam theory for isotropic
linear media.
The branch of laser beam theory developed in this thesis is based on what we call
"Generalized beam matrices." This theory is one of a class of transfer matrix methods.
Chapter II contains a novel summary of the properties and theorems common to 2x2
transfer matrices. These properties have important ramifications in laser beam theory.
In Chapter III, two important transfer matrix theorems are discussed in detail. The
reverse theorem governs light propagation through an optical system in the backward
direction, and Sylvester's theorem governs light propagation through periodic optical
systems. For every 2x2 transfer matrix method, we show that there exists a new aug-
mented 3x3 transfer matrix method. The use of the 3x3 augmented matrices often gen-
eralizes 2~2 nutrix methcds in an intuitive manner. For example, transfer matrix
analysis of circuits with intranetwork independent voltage and current sources may be
performed using augmented matrices. The reverse theorem and Sylvester's theorem are
also generalized in Chapter III for optical systems represented by these augmented matrix
methods.
Laser electromagnetics in the subject of Chapter IV. After a novel summary of
Maxwell's equations, an important wave equation is derived. To apply the wave equa-
tion to a laser medium, knowledge of the laser's gain and dispersion properties must be
3known. These gain and refractive index formulas are summarized for different types of
laser media. This Chapter starts from first principles and lays the ground work for the
succeeding chapters.
In Chapter V, the generalized beam matrix method is developed to propagate off-
axis Gaussian beams in astigmatic optical systems that may include tilted, displaced, or
curved optical elements. Unlike a previous generalized ray matrix formalism, optical
elements that possess gain or loss such as Gaussian apertures, complex lenslike media,
and amplifiers are included; and new beam transformations are obtained. In addition,
more new beam transformations are obtained that extend the generalized beam matrix
methods to polynomial-Gaussian beams.
The generalized beam matrix method is used in Chapter VI to investigate the mode
selection of astigmatic misaligned optical systems with loss or gain. In these optical sys-
tems, the usual real argument polynomial-Gaussian beams are not eigenfunctions, and
off-axis complex argument polynomial beams must be used. New beam transformations
for these complex-argument modes are found. Stability criteria are developed and mode
selection in lasers and periodic misaligned complex optical systems is discussed.
CHAPTER II
2 x 2 TRANSFER MATRIX THEORY
INTRODUCTION
An increasing portion of optics and physics in general is easily dealt with using sim-
ple transfer matrix methods. These matrix methods may be used to, for example, trace
laser beams through optical systems and resonators.
Some of the advantages of the transfer matrix approach are discussed by A. Gerrard
& J. M. Burch in the preface to their book Introduction To Matrix Methods In Optics
[140]
Our purpose in writing this book has been ... to encourage the adoption
of simple matrix methods in the teaching of optics at the undergraduate and
technical college level. Many of these methods have been known for some
time but have not found general acceptance; we believe that the time has now
come for lecturers to reconsider their value. We believe this partly because the
use of matrices is now being taught quite widely in schools, and many students
will already have glimpsed something of the economy and elegance with
which, for a linear system, a whole wealth of input-output relations can be
expressed by a single matrix.
"A second reason is that, for more than a decade, the field of optics has
been enriched enormously by contributions from other disciplines such as
microwave physics and electrical engineering. Although an engineering stu-
dent may be a newcomer to optics, he may well have encountered matrix
methods during his lectures on electrical filters or transmission lines; we think
he will welcome an optics course which, instead of barricading itself behind its
own time-honored concepts, links itself recognizably to other disciplines.
Because of these unique advantages, it is useful to examine transfer matrix optical
methods as a group.
In this chapter, a unified overview of the general properties of these transfer matrix
methods is given. After a brief summary of the essentials of transfer matrix mathematics,
5several different transfer matrix methods are discussed. A variety of matrix theorems
and invariance transformations are examined, and associated matrix methods are dis-
cussed.
TRANSFER MATRIX MATHEMATICS
The propagation formulas for a given 2x2 transfer matrix theory can be written in
the form
(2.1 )
where X and Yare the two dependent parameters that change due to the existence of the
system. In our notation, whether the signal is injected in the forward or reverse direction,
the "2" subscripts represent the "output" and the "I" subscripts represent the "input"
parameters. The A and D matrix elements are dimensionless. The units of B are the units
of X divided by the units of Y, and the units of C are the multiplicative inverse of the
units of B. The determinant of the matrix is AD - BC. As an alternate notation, Eg.
(2.1) is sometimes written
(2.2)
The ABeD matrix in Eg. (2.1) may represent forward propagation through a single
system element, or it may refer to an overall system matrix. To obtain a system matrix,
one need only multiply the matrix representations for each of the individual system ele-
ments in reverse order. As an example, the special case of a system consisting of two
cascaded elements is considered. If the first element's transfer characteristic is given in
Eg. (2.1), and the second is characterized by the matrix equation
(2.3)
then it may be seen by substituting Eg. (2.1) into Eg. (2.3) that the total system matrix is
6(2.4)
Thus, for a two-element system, the system matrix is the product of the individual ele-
ment matrices in reverse order. It follows by induction that if the system consists of II
optical elements, then the total system matrix is
(2.5)
In many matrix theories, the determinant of each of the system element matrices is unity.
Since the determinant of a product is the product of the determinants, it follows that, for
such a matrix theory, any system matrix will be unimodular (i.e. unit determinant). For
nonunimodular matrix theories, the determinant usually carries important information.
TRANSFER MATRIX PHYSICS
Transfer matrix methods may be applied to a wide variety of disciplines in physics.
In this section, a few of the matrix methods which are of particular interest to laser physi-
cists and engineers are briefly discussed.
Paraxial Ray Matrices
One of the most fundamental problems in optics involves tracing light rays through
optical systems. In the context of laser optics, these light rays propagate at a small angle
from the optic axis. In this case, one may define a matrix method [141]. This ray matrix
method has a number of advantages over the conventional geometric optics approach to
light ray propagation [142].
For paraxial ray matrices, the signal vector components represent the position and
slope of a light ray, and the matrix method may be written
(2.6)
where the matrix clements are purely real. For astigmatic optical systems, there is a
7similar equation with a y -subscript. If the input ray and the output ray are in media with
the same index of refraction, then the determinant of the matrix is unity. A lens of focal
length fx and a length, d, of freespace are represented by the matrices
T"", ~ [_},-l 9] ,
T - [I dljreespace - 0 IJ '
(2.7)
(2.8)
respectively. Mode confinement in laser resonators, light propagation In lens-
waveguides, and chromatic aberration in refracting telescopes are a few of the many
problems that may be approached systematically with the aid of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8).
There are also paraxial ray matrix representations for many other optical elements. This
tlexibility provides access to many other design possibilities. In addition, there exists a
transfer matrix method to trace aberrated light rays in nonparaxial optical systems [143].
This ability makes it possible to design, for example, camera lenses using transfer matrix
methods.
Gaussian Beam Matrices
Laser beams always have a finite width which is associated with the transverse fleld
distribution. For most conventional lasers this transverse distribution is Gaussian. Gaus-
sian beam propagation may be treated with transfer matrix methods, and because of the
simplicity of these methods, this is almost always done. The 2x2 Gaussian beam matrix
method was created by H. Kogelnik [144]-[146], and other important early work was pcr-
formed by J. Arnaud [147]-[ 154].
The Gaussian beam matrix formalism may be written
[ /Ix ] _ [Ax B
X ] [ /Ix ](lIqx )Ut 2 - Cx Dx (I/qx )/1.\ I (2.9)
where /Ix does not have any important meaning. The beam parameter CJ.t is related to the
8lie beam amplitude width, wx , and radius of curvature of the phase fronts, Rx ' of the
Gaussian beam by the relation
I I . A
-=--1--qx - Rx 1tllw} (2.10)
(2.11 )
The vacuum wavelength of the beam is A and the index of refraction of the medium at
which qx is being evaluated is 11. The x -subscripts are a reminder that similar results
apply to the y -direction, and therefore the Gaussian beam may be elliptical.
Similar to ray matrices, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) are used to represent lenses and
freespace, respectively. Indeed, most optical elements representable by a paraxial ray
matrix have the same Gaussian beam matrix representation. However, while paraxial ray
matrices are strictly real, Gaussian beam matrices may be complex. Thus, there are addi-
tional optical clements representable by Gaussian beam matrices. An example of a
"complex" optical element is the Gaussian aperture [22] [153], [155]-[159] which is
represented by the following matrix:
TGm".,i"" "I"""" = [-j AI(~IV,') ?] .
Gaussian apertures are sometimes used in high-diffraction-Ioss resonators which arc used
for high power lasers.
Electric Circuit Matrices
The most fundamental and frequently encountered discipline in electrical engineer-
ing is circuit analysis. Linear circuit analysis may be performed using transfer matrix
methods. The current and voltage at an output port (V 2, 12) arc related to the voltage and
current at the input port (V I, I \) by
(2.12)
Resistors (2 =R), capacitors (2 =-i f(me)), and inductors (2 = i mL), arc represented
9as impedances. These impedances may be in series ~r in parallel with the network:
T -I -Zseries]series impedance = 0 ! 1 '
T - I 0]parallel impedance - -2 - H II I 1 .para e
(2.13)
(2.14)
Operational amplifiers, transmission lines, and transistors (operating in the linear region)
may also be analyzed with this matrix method. Microwave circuit engineers often use
this, or similar matrix methods, in the design of micr:owave transistor amplifiers [160].
Jones Polarization Matrices
Transfer matrix methods are the dominant theoretical tools used in the field of
polarization optics. If the two orthogonal components of a light beam's polarization are
Ex and Ey , then the Jones calculus matrix method may be written [161 H 172]
An important optical element is the waveplate, whose matrix is
_'$[e-ir12 0]TlI'al'l'plllll' =e I 0: e i 1/2 '
(2.15)
(2.16)
where [' is the phase retardation, and <j> is the absolute phase change. These parameters
are related to the length of the medium and the index of refraction for polarization paral-
lei to the eigenaxes by [' =(11.\. - 1If )rollc , and <j> = '/2(11.\. + IIf )rol Ie. Often the eigenaxes
of the waveplate are rotated by an angle S with respe:ct to the global axis, and the rotation
matrix
T -- [coSH sins]
rotatio/l - -sinS C(JISS '
is of interest. In this case, the matrix for a rotated waveplate becomes
(2.17)
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Narrow band optical filters are designed using rotated waveplates [173]. In addition to
waveplates, polarizers, media with optical activity, Faraday rotators, and linear and qua-
dratic electro-optic media also have matrix representations.
Feedbacl<. Matrices
Fresnel reflection occurs when a light beam encounters a dielectric boundary at nor-
mal incidence. In addition to being reflected, part of the beam is transmitted through the
boundary. This is problematic since dielectric media have at least two sides, and hence
two or more boundaries. Part of the incident beam bounces back and forth between the
two boundaries several times before exiting the medium. In this way, the total reflected
light signal is an infinite sum of smaller components, and the corresponding calculations
become tedious, if not intractable.
An elementary transfer matrix method exists which simplifies the mathematics con-
siderably. If E+ and E- represent the complex amplitude of the time independent electric
field propagating in the +z and -z directions, respectively, then
[E+] = [A B1[E+]E- 2 C DJ E- I . (2.19)
The matrix elements are related to conventional scattering matrix amplitude reflection
ancl transmission coefficients via
The matrix representation for a dielectric boundary is
T - [I/t -rlt]dielectric holt/Illary - -rlt lit '
(2.20)
(2.21 )
where r == (II I - 112)/(11 I + 112), t == 2(11 11l2)1/!I(IIJ + 112), are the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients, respectively. The matrix representation for a dielectric medium is
T [eXP(-i~ol) 0 ]
dielectric lIlediulIl = 0 exp(i ~() I) (2.22)
II
where ~() == 21tV11 (v)lc. As an example, the system matrix for a dielectric medium with
two boundaries is
T - [lit rlt] [eXP(-i~ol) 0 ] [I/t -rlt]
etaloll - rIt I/t 0 exp(i ~o l) -rIt I/t (2.23)
where ~() =2rcv1121c, and 112 is the refractive index of the dielectric medium. From Eg.
(2.19) it may be shown that the intensity transmission of an optical system represented by
feedback matrices is
I . T .. 12+l1tCIlSlty ral1S11llSSlO11 == J+
1 If =0
= (AD - BC)*(AD - Be)
D*D
where the intensity is proportional to E *E. Thin film reflection and antireflection coat-
I
iogs as well as optical filters may be designed using these dielectric boundary and dielec-
I
tric medium matrices.
TRANSFER MATRIX ANALOGIES
In the study of matrix optics, one finds that there are individual matrices whiah
I
commonly arise in several matrix theories. To reinforce quantitative analogies between
I
systems, it is useful to emphasize these matrices.
The first matrix to be considered is the identity matrix,
[6 ?] , (2.25)
which changes neither the X component nor the Y component of the signal. Thus, thc
identity matrix may be used as a continuity condition. However, it is also sometimes
I
desirable to design an overall system which does not change the input signal. In this ca~c
I
the system matrix has this identity matrix form. This design methodology is of interest in
a Gaussian beam optical system when, for example, a flat untiltcd mirror is optimum but
practical problems force one to position the mirror away from the end of the laser [59].
In the Jones Calculus matrix mcthod for optical polarization calculations, one can
I
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imagine an optical system which due to its nature distorts the input polarization. In this
case, it may be desired to synthesize a system so that the overall system matrix is the
identity matrix.
The unimodular matrix
(2.26)
changes the X signal component without changing the Y signal component. If X is real
and positive here, then expression (2.26) is the matrix representation of a uniform
medium in both the paraxial ray and Gaussian beam matrix theory [Eg. (2.8)]. If X is
complex, then expression (2.26) represents an amplifier or absorber in the Gaussian beam
theory only [134]. In electrical circuit matrix theory, X represents a series impedance
[Eg. (2.13)].
A dual of expression (2.26) is the unimodular matrix
(2.27)
which changes the Y signal component without changing the X signal component. It is
used to represent a thin lens [Eg. (2.7)] and/or a Gaussian aperture [Eg. (2.11)] in the
Gaussian beam theory, and a shunt impedance in the electrical theory [Eg. (2.14)].
Due to the pervasiveness and importance of the matrices in expressions (2.25)-
(2.27), they are viable candidates as matrix primitives from which an arbitrary system
may be synthesized [59]. In the paraxial ray and Gaussian beam theories, many simple
systems are made up of flat mirrors [expression (2.25)], uniform media [expression
(2.26)], and lenses [expression (2.27)]. Similarly, in the electric circuit theory, many
two-port systems are composed only of series [expression (2.26)] and shunt [expression
(2.27)] impedances.
Scaling can be obtained by the not-necessarily-unimodular matrix
[Xx 0]o Xy
13
(2.28)
where Xx and Xy are the scale factors for the X and Y signal components respectively.
Expression (2.28) represents an anisotropic medium in Jones' calculus [Eq. (2.16)] and a
dielectric medium in the feedback matrix method [Eq. (2.22)]. In the Gaussian beam
theory, expression (2.28) with Xx = I represents a dielectric or gain boundary [134]. In
the unimodular limit, Xx =Xy-I, and a matrix of this form is used to represent an ideal
transformer in the electrical theory.
Symmetry is often considered a desirable property in a system. For our purposes, a
symmetric system is one which causes a signal injected backward to undergo the same
transformation as one injected in the forward direction. As will be seen, for several types
of unimodular systems, the requirement of symmetry implies that A =D. A unimodular
matrix in which the diagonal elements are equal (A =D) can be put in the form
[-{-9~?ne ~~rs] (2.29)
where the potentially complex X and e are defined by the relationships: A =D == cose,
B == -CX2. In many 2x2 transfer matrix theories, there are also individual elements that
are represented by a matrix of this form. In particular, in the Gaussian beam theory,
expression (2.29) is used to represent a complex lenslike medium [I] [14] [145]. Simi-
larly, the matrix expression (2.29) is also used to represent a transmission line in the
electrical circuit theory. Thus it follows that a symmetric Gaussian beam optical system
can be synthesized with a single complex lenslike medium and a symmetric electrical
system can be synthesized with a single transmission line. This matrix expression (2.29)
is common in matrix theories derived from a second order differential equation with con-
stant coefficients. If the coefficients are nonconstant, then alternate solutions to the dif-
ferential equations are of interest [79] [81].
(2.30)
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An important special case of expression (2.29) occurs when X= I and S is real:
[ COSS sinsJ
-sinS cosS .
This matrix represents a pure rotation about the origin in the XY plane. Such rotation
matrices are prevalent in Jones calculus calculations [see, for example, Eg. (2.18)].
Other operations in the XY plane include the nonlinimodlilar matrices for mirror
reflection across the X axis,
and the Y axis,
[-I 01o 1J .
(2.31 )
(2.32)
The matrix for mirror reflection across both X and Y signal component axes is also a spe-
cial case of expression (2.28). It is written as
[-I oJo -I ' (2.33 )
and it occurs in several unimodular matrix theories. In both the paraxial ray and Gaus-
sian beam theories, expression (2.33) represents a retroreflecting mirror. If the analogy
with paraxial ray theory is exploited, then it is suggested that this matrix can be used to
represent cross-wiring in the electrical circuit theory. In the paraxial ray theory, the
matrix (2.31) is used to represent a phase conjugate mirror.
TRANSFER MATRIX THEOREMS
One of the advantages of studying transfer matrix methods in parallel is that matrix
theorems learned in one area may be readily applied to another. It is therefore useful to
examine these theorems systematically.
Sylvester's Theorem
In addition to matrix multiplication of individual matrices, there are several other
15
meaningful operations that may be performed on individual and system matrices. A first
step in the synthesis process may include the interpretation of these operations. The first
operation considered is represented by the sth power of a 2x2 matrix [174], which is
[AC
BJ S '(s-I)12 [Asin(S8')-'('I2Sin[(S-1)8'] Bsin(s8') 1D = , ,(2.34)
sin8 C sines 8') D sines 8') - '('I2sin[(s -I )8']
where
, I'
cos8 == (A + D )r /212 . (2.35)
This is the 2x2 special case of Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem [175]. In the uni-
modular limit AD -BC = I, and
[A BJs I [Asin(S8)-Sin[(S-I)8] Bsin(s8) ]C D = sin8 C sines 8) D sines 8) - sin[(s -1)8] ,
where
cos8 == A;D
(2.36)
(2.37)
Not only is Sylvester's theorem valid for positive integer powers of matrices, but for
negative integer powers and roots as well [133] [174]. However, this corresponds to a
potential design criterion. Suppose that it is desired to synthesize a known system matrix
as the cascade of s identical subsystems. The design procedure amounts to taking the
s th root (11\' power) of the system matrix, and writing it in terms of some set of defined
matrix primitives. Sylvester's theorem is also used directly in the analysis of specific
periodic systems.
Reverse Theorems
Just as the matrix operation that corresponds to Sylvester's theorem has the physical
interpretation of the cascade of s identical optical systems, other matrix operations can
also be interpreted. It can be seen from Eg. (2.1) that a given system matrix yields the
output signal given an input signal. Multiplying both sides of Eg. (2.1) by the inverse or
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the system matrix, it follows that the matrix inv:erse can be interpreted as the matrix that
yields the input given the output. A reverse matrix may be defined as a matrix that yields
the "input signal propagating in the reverse direction" given the "output signal propagat-
ing in the reverse direction." Similarly, the inverse of a reverse matrix yields the output
going in the reverse direction given the input going in the reverse direction.
In this way, the reverse matrix is the appropriate matrix for propagating through a
system backward. When a system matrix is equal to it's own reverse, the system is (by
our definition) symmetric. For our purposes, this symmetry may be part of the given
design criteria. However, different matrix theories may possess different reverse matrix
forms. For paraxial light rays and Gaussian beams in first-order optical systems, and
electrical signals in two-port networks, the reveI7se matrix is [131]
T .- [D 13JR'- CA' (2.38)
As will be shown, this is also the reverse: matrix for other unimodular matrix theories in
which the Y parameter is the derivative of the X parameter. If a given matrix is equal to
its reverse matrix, then the system is symmetric, and from Eq. (2.38) it follows that the
condition for symmetry is A =D.
As opposed to these matrix theories, the reverse matrix for the unitary form of Jones
calcul~ls is [176]
T .- [A clR'- B DJ . (2.39)
Thus a birefringent optical system is symmetric if its Jones matrix elements have the pro-
perty that B =C.
Matrix Factorization
Design criteria for a given system can be realized as constraints on the system
matrix. These constraints may be used to obtnin the system matrix. Once the system
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matrix is known, then it is of interest to consider procedures to determine the optical
components needed to fulfill these criteria. This is accomplished by factoring the system
matrix into matrix primitives. Each of these primitives represents an optical component
available to the optical designer.
As part of the design criteria for a given periodic system, the input signal may be
required to repeat after propagating through s identical subsystems. Indeed, the
sinusoidal nature of Sylvester's Theorem Eq. (2.36) suggests such a repetitive signal con-
dition. In particular, if
(2.40)
then the input signal is reproduced after propagating through s systems, or through a sin-
gle system s times. It may be seen from Eq. (2.36) that this occurs when s e=2k IT
where k is an integer. In terms of matrix elements, the repetitive signal condition from
Eq. (2.37) is
where the restriction
A ; D =cos(2k rrls )
OS::kS::sl2
(2.41 )
(2.42)
is made to avoid duplicating solutions. A graphical interpretation of the result has been
used in the design of annular gain lasers [58].
When the system matrix, based on design criteria is known, it is required to factor
the system matrix in terms of matrix primitives. Each of these matrix primitives mllst
represent a manufacturable optical component. If Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) along with Eg.
(2.28) with x.\ = I are used as the matrix primitives, then there are eight possible factori-
zations [59]:
[A BJ_[I 0 J[I (A-I)(AD-BC)/cl[ I 01[1 B+(I-A)D/clC D - 0 AD -BC 0 I J C I(AD -BC) IJ 0 I J
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(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.46)
(2.49)
_[I (A-I)/C] [I a 1[ I a1[1 B+(l-A)DIC]
- a I a AD-BCj C/(AD-BC) IJ a I
_[I (A-I)/C] [1 a1 [I a 1[I B+(l-A )DIC]
- a 1 C lj a AD -BCj a I
_ [I (A-I)/C] [1 a1 [I [B+(l-A)DIC]/(AD-BC)] [I a 1
- a I C IJ a I a AD-BCj
_[1 a 1[ I a1 [1 B] [1 a1
- a AD-BCj [C+(l-A)DIB]/(AD-BC) IJ a I (A-1)IB IJ
_[ I a1 [I a 1[I B] [ I a1
- C+(I-A)DIB IJ a AD-BCJ a I (A-I)IB IJ
_[ I a1 [I BI(AD-BC)] [1 a 1[I a1
- C+(l-A )D IB 1J 0 I a AD -BCj (A -1)IB IJ
_[ I a1 [I BI(AD-BC)] [ I a1 [I a 1
- C+(1-A )DIB IJ a I (A -I)(AD-BC)IB IJ a AD-BCj
(2.5a)
If the system matrix is constrained to be unimodular, then these eight factorizations
reduce to two:
[A BJ - [I (A-I)/C] [I a1 [I (D-I)/C]C D - a I C IJ a I '
_[ I a1 [I B] [ I a1
- (D -I )IB IJ a I (A -I )IB IJ .
(2.51 )
(2.52)
Of course, the factorization in Eg. (2.51) is valid only when C is nonzero, and the factor-
ization in Eg. (2.52) is invalid unless B is nonzero. If the system matrix elements Band
C are both zero, then the additional factorizations [59]
[A aJ - [I ex] [A -exD1aD-ala DJ
- [A -aA] [I ex]
- a D a I
= [~ ?] [-~A B]
(2.53)
(2.54)
(2.55)
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(2.56)
are necessary.
If in addition to the matrix primitive expressions (2.26) and (2.27), optical com-
ponents represented by expression (2.29) are available, the the following two-matrix fac-
torizations may be of interest:
_ [ D
- (DLI)/B
[~ E] ~ [6 CA -p)lc] [B (D2r}l/C]
~ rc (A2A!)lCj[6 (D-1)/C]
~ [CD-hn ?J[(A'~!)ln ~]
E] [(A-hn ?]
In the Jones calculus method, other matrix primitives are of interest [162].
(2.57)
(2.58)
(2.59)
(2.60)
As previously suggested, there exist design criteria that demand the output signal be
identical to the input signal when the system is periodic. Thus it is useful to consider
other factorizations of the identity matrix:
[6 ?] +[6 ?]},
_ [cos<jJ ysin~ lz
- y-1sin<\> -cos~J
=_ [iCO~<\> "{,Sin<\>]2
-y- I sm<\> -I cos<\>
_{[ I oH I IJ}3
- -3/1 IJlO I
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
(2.64)
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(2.65)
In these equations, y, l, and <j> are in general complex. It is interesting to note from Eq.
(2.62) that, as opposed to scalars, matrices may have an infinite number of roots (and
some matrices have no roots at all). Not all of the identity matrix factorizations above
are given in terms of matrix primitives. However, in the case of Eq. (2.63), factorizations
Eq. (2.51) and/or Eq. (2.52) may be substituted to accomplish this. These results lead to
interesting optical systems such as the cat eye reflector [140] which, by design, has the
same system matrix as a retroreflector expression (2.33).
Bilinear transformation
For every 2x2 matrix theory there exists an associated bilinear transformation. If a
ratio parameter is defined
xZ=y
then from Eg. (2.1) the corresponding transformation for the ratio parameter is
Z _ AZ 1 +B
2- CZ 1+D
(2.66)
(2.67)
This transformation is sometimes called the "ABeD law." In electrical theory Z is phy-
sically interpreted as an impedance, and in Gaussian beam theory it is related to the
width and phase front radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam. In Jones calculus, it is
interpreted as the "ellipse of polarization" [171]. The ratio parameter is interpreted as a
reflection coefficient in the distributed feedback and fiber ring resonator theories.
Every system has a characteristic ratio parameter, Zoo, such that if Zoo is input to the
system, the same Zoo is output. Thus by constraining the output ratio parameter to be
equal to the input ratio parameter, it follows from Eg. (2.67) and the unimodularity con-
dition, AD-BC=I, that
where
A +BIZ~~ A ;D ±i[l- [A ;D]']~
=exp[± is] ,
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(2.68)
(2.69)
(2.70)cosS == A ;D
It may be noted that Eq. (2.70) is identical to Eq. (2.37).
If a signal propagates through a system many times or through many identical sys-
tems, then Z may approach the value ZOO' If Z approaches Zoo the system is said to be
"stable" with respect to Z, and this occurs when the complex magnitude [16]
IA +BlZool > I , (2.71 )
where IA +BlZool = I represents metastability, and IA +BlZool < I represents insta-
bility. It may also be noted from Eq. (2.69) that
IA + BlZoo(+) I IA + BlZooH I = I (2.72)
so that if Zoo(+) (the solution to Eq. (2.68) with the + sign) is stable then the other solution
Zoo(_) (the solution to Eq. (2.68) with the - sign) is unstable, and vice-versa.
INVARIANT TRANSFORMATIONS
It is often of interest that certain properties of a given system be conserved. For
example, in the study of Gaussian beam modes in laser resonators, oscillation conditions
require that X IY be conserved. Lossless systems may be represented by a certain matrix
form. This form may be obtained by applying the conservation of energy. A conserved
quantity known as the Lagrange invariant may be used as an alternate method to system
analysis.
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Lagrange Invariant
The Lagrange invariant is a theorem that is often used in paraxial ray analysis.
However, the theorem can be generalized so as to apply to any 2x2 transfer matrix
theory. If two signals [(Xa,fa) and (Xb ,Yb)] propagate through the same system, then
[Xa] [A B] [Xa]Ya 2 = e D Ya I
[Xb] [A B] [Xb]Yb 2 = e D Yb 1
It can be shown by direct substitution that
In unimodular transfer matrix theories AD - Be = I, and Eg. (2.75) may be written
(2.73)
(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)
This function Xb Ya - Xa Yb is known as the Lagrange ray invariant when X represents
ray position and Y represents ray slope (or angle).
Orthogonal Transformations
It may be desired to examine systems for which Xt + Yt =Xr + Yr. This relation
is valid for a class of "orthogonal" matrices. Orthogonal matrices are those in which
TT =T-I, where the T subscript represents transposition (i.e. interchanging of the Band
e clements). Orthogonal matrices have the properties that their determinants are unity in
magnitude, and that the product of two orthogonal matrices is an orthogonal matrix.
Similarly, the transpose and inverse of an orthogonal matrix are orthogonal matrices.
Orthogonal matrices may generally be written
TortllOgol/al = [fB ~] , (2.77)
where A 2 + B 2 = 1. The rotation matrix [expression (2.30)] is an orthogonal matrix.
(2.78)
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Unitary Transformations
It may be similarly desired to examine systems for which
XiX 2 + YiY2 =X jx I + fiY J. This relation is valid for a class of "unitary" matrices.
Unitary matrices are those in which Ty. =T-I, where the T subscript represents transposi-
tion (i.e. interchanging of the Band C elements) and the asterisk represents complex
conjugation. Unitary matrices have the properties that the complex magnitude of their
determinants is unity, and that the product of unitary matrices is a unitary matrix. Simi-
lar to orthogonal matrices, the transpose, conjugate, or inverse of a unitary matrix is un i-
tary. Unitary matrices may generally be written
T,"';''''J' =[-8Ife is A~ is]
where 0 is real and A *A + B *B = I. The determinant of this matrix is exp(i 0). When A
and B are purely real and when 0 =0 or 0 =7t, then Eq. (2.78) reduces to Eq. (2.77),
which is an orthogonal matrix.
ASSOCIATED MATRIX METHODS
For every 2x2 matrix method, there are several associated matrix methods. Some of
these associated matrix methods may be equivalent to the original method, while others
are generalizations of the original matrix method. In this section, several of these associ-
ated matrix methods are examined.
Staggered Linear Matrices
It is sometimes the case that neither X nor Yare physical observables, but that sums
and differences of these quantities arc. In this case, it is convenient to express a matrix
method in terms of sums and differences of the signal vector quantities:
[(X +yY)/2] _ [Y2(A +r IB +yC+D ) Y2(A -r IB +yC -D )] [(X +yY)/2] 'J 9(X-yy)/2 2- Y2(A+r'B-yC-D) Y2(A-r IB -yC+D) (X-yy)/2 I . (_.7 )
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The determinant of this matrix is AD - BC. Here y, which has units of X/Y, does not
change. If Yvaries, it may be of interest to define a matrix where only y changes:
(2.80)
The determinant of this matrix is yz!y\.
Augmented Linear Matrices
Given the possibility of rotations, mirror reflections, and scaling in the XY plane,
the next natural graphics operation that arises is translation [177]. However, simple
translation in the XY plane cannot be performed with 2x2 matrix theories. An elegant
way to account for translation is to augment the 2x2 matrix as a 3x3 matrix of the form
[~~] ~ [~H] ~:]
In this case the matrix for a simple translation is
[
I 0 xx1
Tfr(lI/s/at;O/l = 86X(
(2.81 )
(2.82)
where Xx and Xy are the amounts of translation in the X and Y axes respectively. In the
paraxial ray theory, this translation matrix is interpreted physically as optical element or
system misalignment [140]. Thus with the 3x3 theory, a lens, for example, is allowed to
be displaced from the optic axis. A 3x3 electrical theory would allow ideal independent
voltage and current sources distributed throughout the system. A 3x3 Jones calculus may
include signal combining, and could account for multiple system inputs.
An important property of the matrix form Eg. (2.81) is that the E and F clements
do not affect the A, B, C, and D elements in matrix multiplication. Furthermore, the
determinant of the matrix is simply AD-BC, the same as the corresponding 2x2 matrix.
An arbitrary augmented linear matrix may be factored in terms of translation matrices:
[ABEj [I 0E) [A BO~CDF=OIF CDO001001001
[
A B O~ [1 0(DE-BF)/(AD-BC)]
= e D 0 0 1 (AF-CE)/(AD-BC)
o 0 1 0 0 1
[
I 0 E-(AFIC)] [A B O~ [I 0 FIC]
=01 0 eD OI0
00 1 001001
[1 0 0 ] [A Boj [1 0 0]= 0 1 F-(DEIB) e D 0 0 1 EIB00 1 001001
Conjugate Linear Matrices
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(2.83)
(2.84)
(2.85)
(2.86)
(2.87)
For systems represented by a complex matrix, a conjugate linear form may be of
interest:
~ _[~gs;; ~
x* - E*F*A*B* x*
y* 2 G*H*C*D* y* 1
The determinant of the matrix is IAD - Be 12 + 1EH - FG 12 - 1BG - DE 12
- IAH - CF 12 + 2Re{(EC - FG)(D *F* - B *H*)}. Expanding Gaussian beam
matrices into a conjugate linear form allows one to include a phase conjugate mirror into
the formalism:
1/] [0010]QII _ 000-1
11* - 1000
(QII)* 2 0-100
This matrix has unity determinant.
Quadratic Matrices
1/
QI/
1/*(QII)* I
(2.88)
Just as thcre are linear matrix mcthods, thcrc arc corresponding quadratic matrix
methods:
(2.89)
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[
X2] [A 2 2AB B2,] [X2]XY = AC AD+BC BD XY .
y2 2 C2 2CD D2 y2 I
The determinant of the matrix is (AD - BC)3. It should be noted that information has
been lost. As an example of this, it is impossible to find sgn (X) given only X2.
Supplemented Quadratic Matrices
The previous squared matrices may be used to supplement the 2x2 matrix method as
follows:
X
Y
X2
XY
y2 2
ABO 0 0
CD 0 0 0
o 0 A2 2AB B2
o 0 AC AD+BC BD
o 0 C2 2CD D2
X
Y
X2
XY
y2 I
(2.90)
The determinant of the matrix is (AD - BC )4. As with Eq. (2.81), the signal vectors here
may be augmented with unity and additional matrix elements may be added. The zeroes
in the first two rows of the matrix in Eq. (2.90) insure that the matrix methods are self-
consistent. However, in approximate analyses, they may be allowed to take on nonzero
complex values. In addition to squared matrices, one may define cubic matrices, quartic
matrices, quintic matrices, etc. Each of these matrix forms may be augmented, supple-
mented, staggered, and/or conjugated.
Complex Quadratic Matrices
Physically observable quantities are often represented as quadratic variables. This
is the case in laser optics where irradiance, which is quadratic in the electric field, is the
observable quantity. Similarly, charge density is a quadratic variable of the quantum
mechanical wave function. In these and other cases, it is useful to consider matrices of
the form
(2.91)
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X*X A *A B*B A *B B*A] X*Xy*y _ C*C D*D C*D D*C y*y
X*y - A*C B*D A*D B*C X*Y .
y*X 2 C*A D*B C*B D*A Y*X 1
The first two items of the signal vector, X *X and y* Y, are real, but the other two are
complex. If X represents the complex voltage and Y represents the complex current in
an electric circuit, then Re( XY*) is the complex power, which can be read directly off
the matrix.
Staggered Complex Quadratic Matrices
The number of effective matrix elements in the complex quadratic matrices may be
reduced if they are staggered. In particular, if X and Y have the same units, then we
define
SO =X*X + y* Y
s(=X*X-Y*Y
S2=X*Y+Y*X
S 3 =-i (X *Y - Y *X )
(2.92)
If X == 1X I exp(i 8x ), Y == I Y I exp(i 8.1')' and 8 == 8.1' - 8x , then the vectors may be rewrit-
ten as
So = 1X 12 + 1Y 12
s( = IX 12 -IY1 2
S 2 =21 X 1 IY Icos8
s 3 =21 XII Y Isin8
(2.93)
which have the property that s} =Sr + S1: + S5. In terms of these variable, the stag-
gered complex quadratic form is
[
SO] [V2(A *A + B *B + C *C + D *D)
S I _ '/z(A *A + B *B - C *C - D *D)
S 2 - V2(A *C + C *A + B *D + D *B)
S32 -il2(A*C-C*A+B*D-D*B)
V2(A *A - B *B + C *C - D *D )
V2(A *A - B *B - C *C + D *D )
V2(A *C + C *A - B *D - D *B )
-i12(A *C - C *A - B *D + D *B )
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V2(A *B + B *A + C *D + D *C)
V2(A *B + B *A - C* D - D * C)
V2(A *D + D *A + B *C + C *B)
-il2(A *D - D *A + B *C - C* B)
i 12(A *B - B *A + C *D - D *C) SO
i 12(A *B - B *A - C *D + D *C) S I
il2(A *D - D*A - B*C + C* B) S2 .(2.94)
V2(A *D + D *A - B *C - C *B ) S 3 I
When X and Y represent the Jones vector, then Eg. (2.94) is known as the Mueller matrix
formalism.
SUMMARY
Transfer matrix methods represent powerful yet simple ways to perform optical ana-
lyses. In these methods, optical elements are represented by matrices, and system
analysis consists merely of matrix multiplication.
There exists a large number of transfer matrix theories that are used to analyze dif-
ferent physical problems. Five of these matrix methods were briefly discussed in this
chapter:
I) Paraxial ray matrices,
2) Gaussian beam matrices,
3) Jones calculus,
4) Reflection matrices,
5) Electric circuit matrices.
Ray matrices are used to analyze optical systems which change a light beam's position
and slope. Gaussian beam matrices are lIsed to analyze optical systems which change a
light beam's spotsize and radius of phase curvature. Light beam polarization changes in
an optical system may be traced with the use of Jones calculus. Optical systems which
partially reflect an incident light beam may be analyzed with reflection matrices.
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There were four matrix theorems discussed in this chapter:
I) Sylvester's theorem,
2) The reverse theorem,
3) Matrix factorization,
4) Bilinear transformation.
Sylvester's theorem is useful in the analysis and design of periodic optical systems. The
reverse theorem is often used for multipass optical systems. Matrix factorization is used
for system design, and the bilinear transformation provides additional insight into optical
system behavior.
Three invariant transformations were examined in this chapter:
I) The Lagrange invariant,
2) Orthogonal transformations,
3) Unitary transformations.
The Lagrange invariant is used as alternate method of system analysis. In a phase plane
representation of the state eX, Y) of an optical beam, orthogonal matrices represent
constant-radius transformations eX2 + y2 =cOllstallt). Similarly, optical systems
represented by unitary matrices have X *X + y* Y =COllstant. In the Jones calculus and
the feedback matrices, lossless optical elements are represented by unitary matrices.
A variety of associated matrix methods were also discussed in this chapter.
CHAPTER III
GENERALIZED MATRIX THEOREMS
INTRODUCTION
For every 2x2 transfer matrix theory, there are several associated matrix methods,
as described in the previous chapter. The most common of these associated matrix
methods is the augmented matrix formulation. In addition to associated matrix methods,
there are also several transfer matrix theorems. The purpose of this chapter is to explore
two of these theorems, the reverse theorem and Sylvester's theorem, in greater detail, and
to generalize them to the augmented 3x3 transfer matrix form.
REVERSE THEOREMS
Many optical systems contain some type of reflecting element which causes the
light signal to propagate through all or part of an optical system backward. For example,
standing wave and bidirectional ring laser oscillators contain optical signals which pro-
pagate through their intracavity optics in both directions. Reflective elements may also
be used in optical system design where some desired effect is to be enhanced. This is the
case in multipass amplifier schemes for increased amplification [178] or for distortion
correction with phase conjugate mirrors. Similarly, multipass schemes may be used to
decrease the transmission bandwidth of a filter. Another category of laser applications
involves remote sensing and control [176], which may require reverse propagation
through the optical system. Examples include remote sensing of the atmosphere, nondes-
tructive evaluation, adaptive optics, fiber optic sensors, and microscopy. When the opti-
cal system is represented by a given matrix, then the corresponding matrix that represents
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backward propagation through the system is of interest. This reverse matrix IS also
important if there are established system symmetry requirements or if there is a need for
experimental determination of a system matrix.
Based on the examination of several types of optical elements and systems, one is
sometimes able to divine the form of the reverse matrix. However, such a methodology
ought not to be necessary, and systematic procedures are demonstrated to obtain the
reverse matrix for a given matrix theory. The reverse matrix is often reported only for
unimodular matrix theories. However, many matrix theories are unimodular only for
some special case. For example, Jones calculus is unimodular only when the optical sys-
tem is lossless and when absolute phase is ignored. A notable extension of the Jones cal-
culus accounts, to first order, for polarization dependent Fresnel reflection and refraction
for nonnormal incidence. This "extended Jones matrix method" [179] retains the simple
2x2 form, but is inherently nonunimodular. Of course, if the birefringent optical system
contains polarizers then the system is represented as a zero determinant matrix, and there
is no unique reverse matrix. The characteristic matrix method for light propagation in
stratified media [180] is unimodular only when the media and boundaries are lossless
[181]. Similar restrictions are involved in transfer matrices used for distributed feedback
structures [182] and fiber ring resonators [183]. In the case of Gaussian beams and
paraxial rays, the unimodularity condition occurs only when the medium at the output
has the same refractive properties as the medium at the input [59]. However, the nonuni-
modular reverse matrix has been obtained for the Gaussian beam matrix method [134].
The generalization of the nonunimodular reverse matrix concept to other matrix theories
is addressed in this chapter.
For every 2x2 matrix method there is an augmented matrix which corresponds to a
3x3 matrix method. The form of the 3x3 matrix of interest here is much simpler than the
general 3x3 matrix. In both the paraxial ray matrix theory and in the Gaussian beam
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theory, the 3x3 matrix method allows the designer to trace paraxial light rays and Gaus-
sian beams through misaligned optical systems [140]. This 3x3 formalism may be
applied to, for example, the design of pulse compressors [184] - [186]. Similarly, 3x3
matrix methods are necessary to study electrical circuits that contain intranetwork
independent voltage and current sources. Another example exists in computer graphics
where operations are performed on subfigures in a picture by means of 2x2 matrix multi-
plication. However, to perform translation, an augmented 3x3 matrix description is
necessary [177].
Universal Reverse Matrix Properties
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate a systematic procedure to obtain the
reverse matrix for a given matrix theory. The process does not require the usual inspec-
tion of individual system elements [134] [161] [187]. The secondary purpose of this sec-
tion is tOi use these systematic procedures to obtain new reverse matrices for several
matrix tlH::ories. In particular, the reverse matrix for 3x3 electric circuit matrices is found
here. These results may be used to study reverse propagation through electric circuits
with intnmetwork independent current and voltage sources. In the Gaussian beam theory,
the 2x2 reverse matrices governing the beam's spotsize and phase front curvature are
known [187]. The reverse matrix for nonunimodular 3x3 paraxial ray matrices is also
found. Plreviously, only the nonunimodular 2x2 form [134] and the unimodular 3x3 form
[188] have been discussed. The reverse matrix for the Jones Calculus matrix method has
been reported for 2x2 matrices [161] [176]. Here, the nonunimodular 3x3 reverse matrix
is derived. This generalization may account for multiple-input optical systems with loss
or gain. The nonunimodular 3x3 reverse matrix is also found for the matrix theories
governing distributed feedback lasers and waveguides and tlber ring resonators.
The reverse theorems do not apply to optical systems represented by a zero deter-
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minant matrix. In these systems there may be several different inputs that yield the same
output. Though there are different reverse matrices for different matrix methods, there
are certain universal properties that these reverse matrices all share. For example, the
reverse of a product of matrices is the product of the reverse of each of these matrices in
reverse order. In equation form, this may be written
(TI T 2'" T.v)R =TsR'" T2RTIR (3.1)
The justification of Eq. (3.1) is suggested by Fig 3-1. In that figure, the matrix T,
governing propagation from left to right is defined as a product of submatrices:
T1TzT3T4' Similarly, new matrices going from right to left may be defined. However, it
is evident from the figure that these matrices correspond to the reverse matrices TR , T4R ,
T 3R, T ZR, and T lR. It follows that, to obtain TR , the reverse submatrices must be multi-
plied in reverse order. This conclusion is independent of whether the matrix is 2x2 or of
higher order, and is independent of the matrix theory being studied. Similarly, there is no
assumption about the determinant except that it is nonzero to assure the existence of the
inverse. For Gaussian beam theory, this property of the unimodular 2x2 reverse matrix
has been discussed previously [187].
T<
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Figure 3-1 Schematic demonstration that the reverse of a product of matrices is the pro-
duct of reverse matrices in reverse order independent of matrix theory, i.e.
(TITzT 3T4)R =T4R T 3R TZRTlR·
As a special case of this theorem, suppose each of the submatrices T I - Ts are ident-
ical, then it follows that
(3.2)
This is the intuitive result that propagation through s identical systems backward is the
same as propagation backward through a single system s times. Though it was assumed
that the exponent s in Eg. (3.2) is a positive integer, it is valid for any exponent s.
Another special case of Eq. (3.1) is
(3.3)
The matrix TN T represents forward propagation through a system followed by reverse
propagation through that samc systcm. In standing-wavc lascr thcory, this matrix oftcn
corresponds to a "round-trip". Now that some general properties of reverse matrices have
been described. the specific reverse Illalricl's f()r severalmalrix theories will he discllssed.
GENERALIZED RE\'ERSE MATRICES
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matrix derivation method, it is straightforward to obtain reverse matrices for augmented
3x3 matrix methods.
Paraxial Ray Matrices
The purpose of this subsection is to derive the form of the reverse matrix that
applies to paraxial light rays. At some position 't along the optic axis, the X signal vector
component represents the position of a light ray, and the Y component represents the
slope of the light ray. For this derivation it is important to note that Y =dXId 'to
The reverse matrix governs the propagation of the signal going backward and start-
ing from the "output". Therefore the definition of TR is
TR == Input Igoing backward I given Output Igoing backward (3.4)
As before, the propagation of X and dX/d't are governed by the transformation matrix
X
ax
""CJtz
=T
X
ax
""CJt 1
(3.5)
where T is the system matrix. Multiplyling both sides of Eq. (3.5) by T-I yields the for-
mula for the input ray position and slope: given the output ray position and slope:
X
ax
""CJt 1
X
=T-I
ax
""CJtz
(3.6)
The direction of the signal is +'to If the signal is propagating in the reverse direction, then
't is replaced with -'to Thus, Eq. (3.6) may be rewritten as
[
I (I] X
o -1 ax
d(-'t)
_ T-I [1 0] X
. 0 -1 ax
I d(-'t) Z
(3.7)
Multiplying both sides by the matrix in Eq. (2.31), and noticing that
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reduces Eg. (3.7) to
x _ [1 0] T-1 [1 0]
ax 0 -1 0 -1
d(-'t) 1
X
ax
d(-'t) 2
(3.8)
(3.9)
However, from the definition of the reverse matrix Eg. (3.4), it follows that the reverse
matrix is
[1 0] 1 [1 0]TR = 0 -1 T- 0 -1
Since (T-1)2 =(T2)-I, it can be readily seen from Eg.
(3.10)
induction, a general property of reverse matrices Eg. (3.2) follows. Similarly, Eg. (3.1)
can be seen. Thus, this specific reverse matrix has the same property that was shown to
be a general property of reverse matrices.
The specific form of T-I is well known, and Eg. (3.10) can be reduced to
I [I 0] [D -B] [1 0] I [D B]
TR = AD -BC 0 -I -C A 0 -I = AD -BC CA' (3.11 )
In the special case that the system matrix is unimodular, this is the known result. The
nonunimodular reverse matrix has been recently derived, and it's validity has been
checked for several optical elements [134]. This result, along with the 2x2 matrix results
from the previous section, is listed in Table I. The symmetry condition is attained if a
matrix is equal to its reverse matrix. If the matrix is unimodular, then AD -BC =I, and
the system is symmetric if A =D .
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TABLE I
REVERSE MATRICES FOR SEVERAL MATRIX THEORIES
Transfer Matrix Theory 2x2 Reverse Matrix 3x3 Reverse Matrix
Paraxial Ray Matrices 1 [D B] I [D B BF-DE]AD-BC C A AD BC C A -(CE-AF)
- 0 0 AD-BC
Gaussian Beam Matrices
Electric Circuit Matrices
Wronskian-type Matrices
Jones Calculus 1 [D -B]* I [D -B BF-DEl'AD-BC -C A -C A CE-AFAD-BC 0 0 AD-BC
Feedback Matrices I [A -B] I [A -B CE-AF]AD-BC -C D -C D BF-DEAD-BC 0 0 AD-BC
Fiber Ring Matrices
The use of 3x3 matrices to account for misaligned optical systems has become
popular, and the 3x3 reverse matrix for unimodular ray optical systems is known [188].
However, the nonunimodular 3x3 reverse matrix has not been previously reported. From
the developments here, it is clear that retracing the steps in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.9) for systems of
the augmented form given in Eg. (2.81), results in
TR =[6 ~I 8] T-I [6 ~I 8]
o 0 I a 0 1
= AD ~BC [8 ~l ?] [% 1
I [D BBF -DE,]
=AD BC C A AF-CE .
- 0 a AD-BC
BF-DE] [loa?]CE-AF 0-1
AD-BC 0 0
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
This result, along with the 3x3 matrix results from the previous section, is also listed in
Table 1.
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None of the properties unique to paraxial ray matrices were used in the derivation.
Besides the postulating of the existence of an inverse, the only assumption was that the Y
component of the signal vector was the 't derivative of the X component of the signal
vector. Thus this result is not unique to ray matrices. These reverse matrices also apply
to the Gaussian beam matrix formalism, the electric circuit matrix theory, and other
Wronskian type matrix theories where Y=dXld't.
Jones Calculus
The reverse matrix has been found for the ray matrix formalism, the Gaussian beam
matrix formalism, and for the two-port electric circuit theory. The reverse matrix takes
on the same form for each of these. However, for the Jones Polarization Calculus, the
reverse matrix is different, and must be calculated separately.
Rather than derive the 2x2 and then the 3x3 reverse matrix, the more general 3x3
case is derived. The Jones matrix is allowed to have the form
[A B EJT= C D F .001 (3.15)
The 2x2 reverse matrix becomes a simplified special case where E =F =O. The
transformation of the augmented Jones vectors is
(3.16)
where Ax, Ay , <Px, and <l>y are real. Proceeding as in the previous reverse matrix deriva-
tion, both sides of Eq. (3.16) are premultiplied by T-l:
(3.17)
When the optical system is lossless, the matrices are unitary, and reversal of the Jones
vectors implies reversal of phase. Thus,
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(3.18)
where the asterisk represents complex conjugation. Taking the complex conjugate of
both sides yields
(3.19)
Thus, from Eq. (3.4) it follows that the reverse matrix is
(3.20)
When the matrix is unitary, this result becomes the same as Eq. (2.39). However, this
result applies to lossless systems represented by unitary 3x3 matrices. Care should be
taken in the case of Faraday rotators and media with optical activity, however, since
though they have the same forward matrix, their reverse matrices may differ. Equation
(3.20) is listed in Table I. This result has been previously reported only for 2x2 matrices
[176]. If the matrix is unimodular, then the corresponding optical system is symmetric if
Band C are pure imaginary and if A =D *. For these Jones matrices, the reverse matrix
has been defined so that the transverse axes are unchanged. Thus the reverse coordinate
system is left-handed. When this is undesirable, one may, for example, change the sign
of Ay in Eq. (3.18). As a final note, it is interesting that the transpose may be written for
nonzero determinant matrices as
(3.21 )
Feedback Matrices
As a further example of the methodology for finding the reverse matrix, the reverse
matrix is found for the feedback matrix theory. Here the electric field is separated into
right and left going waves which form tile signal vector. For generality, it is postulated
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that matrices take the more general form Eg. (3.15). Thus the signal vector is augmented
with unity as
(3.22)
Proceeding as in the previous subsections, both sides are multiplied by T-I:
(3.23)
The signal vector can again be written as a matrix multiplied by the corresponding signal
vector traveling in the opposite direction:
[?6gl [1 :] =T-I [? 6gl [1 :]o 0 1J 1 I 0 0 IJ I 2
Multiplying both sides of Eg. (3.24) on the left by the appropriate matrix yields
[1:] =[? 6gl T-l [? 6gl [1:]I 1 0 0 1J 0 0 IJ I 2
Thus it follows from Eg. (3.4) that
[010] [010~TR = I 0 0 T-l I 0 0o 0 1 0 0 1
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
The result of this calculation is included in Table I. In the 2x2 special case, Eq. (3.26)
reduces to
T - I [A -cJR - AD -BC -B D . (3.27)
If AD -BC = I, then the system represented by the matrix T is symmetric if B = -C.
SYLVESTER'S THEOREM
Ubiquitous 2x2 transfer matrix methods are commonly used to study a wide variety
of problems in optics [131][ 140] and in other areas of engineering and physics. With
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these methods system analysis involves only 2x2 matrix multiplication. When the opti-
cal system under consideration has properties that vary periodicalIy, the system matrix
must be multiplied by itself several times. The mathematical formula governing this pro-
cedure is known as Sylvester's theorem. TypicalIy the somewhat obscure general form
of Sylvester's theorem is only reported in mathematical texts, or else one encounters the
simplest explicit special case for unimodular 2x2 matrices. However, it has long been
I
desired to obtain a practical form of Sylvester's theorem for 6-element 3x3 matrices
I[148]. One purpose of this chapter is to develop Sylvester's theorem for such matrices
I
having arbitrary determinants.
Periodic systems occur naturalIy as in, for example, homogeneous crystals which
I
contain periodic crystalIine planes. Similarly, periodic sequences of lenses or apertures
I
may be used for optical waveguiding [22] [189]. In the limit of smalI period, these
I
"lens-waveguides" have the same propagation characteristics as inhomogeneous lensllike
I
media. Conventional lasers, Fabry-Perot interferometers, optical delay lines [190], and
multipass resonators [58] represent important classes of periodic optical systems w~lich
I
may have the same mode structure as these lens-waveguides. PeriodicalIy perturbed opt-
ical fibers are considered to be a possible consequence of defective manufacturing tech-
niques or distortions in multifiber cables [81]. Acoustic waves are sometimes used to
generate a periodic refractive profile in acousto-optic media. An important class of pilrti-
I
cle accelerators is periodic [191] [192]. In addition to applications with these systems,
Sylvester's theorem may also be used in the analysis and design of fan and folded Solc
,
I
filters, distributed feedback waveguides and lasers, twisted nematic liquid crystals, Bragg
filters, and surface wave devices [193].
Sylvester's theorem is usualIy only reported for the special case of unimodular
I
matrix theories. However, many matrix theories arc unimodular only when the optical
system is subject to some restrictive constraints. For example, Jones calculus [161] -
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[168] is unimodular only when the optical system is lossless and when absolute phase is
ignored. This situation is certainly invalid when the optical system contains polarizing
elements, or when polarization dependent reflection and refraction for nonnormal
incidence is accounted for [194]. Only the assumption of losslessness allows other
matrix methods such as those involving characteristic matrices for stratified media [195],
transfer matrices for distributed feedback structures [196], and transfer matrices for fiber
ring resonators [197] to be unimodular as well.
For many 2x2 transfer matrix methods there are corresponding augmented 3x3
matrix methods [131]. The form of the 3x3 matrix of interest here, however, contains
only six independent elements. In both the paraxial ray matrix theory and in the Gaus-
sian beam theory, the 3x3 matrix method allows the designer to trace paraxial light rays
and Gaussian beams through misaligned optical systems [140] [148]. This 3x3 formal-
ism may also be applied to, for example, the design of pulse compressors [184], disper-
sive laser cavities [185] [186], and particle accelerators [198]. Similarly, 3x3 matrix
methods are necessary to study two-port electrical circuits that contain intranetwork
independent voltage and current sources and for computer graphics manipulations in
which object translation is required [177].
Sylvester's Matrix Polynomial Theorem for 11 XII Matrices
In transfer matrix applications, system analysis involves simple matrix multiplica-
tion. When the system under consideration is periodic, the system matrix must be multi-
plied by itself several times and the formula for the s th power of an 11 XII matrix is of
interest. This formula, named after the 19th century mathematician James Joseph Syl-
vester (1814-1897), is Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem reported in 1882 [175], ancl
sometimes referred to as "Sylvester's theorem" [199], "Sylvester's formula" [200], or thc
"Lagrange-Sylvester formula" [20 I]. Sylvester, a pioncer in linear algebra, is also
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responsible for the term "matrix", his usage of which began in 1850. There are differing
opinions on the name to be given to the 2x2 special case of Sylvester's matrix polyno-
mial theorem. The reason for this may stem in part from the fact that this important case
of the theorem was reported in 1858 by Sylvester's close friend Arthur Cayley (1821-
1895). In fact, Cayley, the creator of modern matrix theory, had written the 2x2 theorem
in his original paper on matrices [174]. In a standard optics text, Born and Wolf report
the theorem but do not give it a name [202] and others have done the same [203] [204].
Perhaps because the 2x2 theorem can be written in terms of Chebyshev (Tchebyscheff)
polynomials, it has recently been called "Chebyshev's identity" [205], and others have
followed in this usage [193] [196]. The most common and more appropriate name used,
however, is "Sylvester's theorem" [131] [140] [144] [146] [148] [206]; and this conven-
tion is followed here. Specifically, we will mean by "Sylvester's theorem" the 2x2 uni-
modular (unit determinant) special case of the more general "Sylvester's matrix polyno-
mial theorem". (It may be noted that 1. J. Sylvester is responsible for many other
theorems, several of which are sometimes also referred to nondescriptively as
"Sylvester's theorem.")
Many of the results of this study are derivable directly from Sylvester's matrix poly-
nomial theorem. While this general theorem is known in the mathematics litcrature, its
relevance in optics is not so well known. As an example of it's use, Sylvester's theorcm
(2x2 unimodular case) is derived from it in this section. The procedure to evaluate
Sylvester's theorem in the most general case is also discussed. This process, though
straightforward in principle, is sometimes almost intractable in practice. Thus several
special cases of Sylvester's theorem are identified in this section.
Suppose T is an 11 XII matrix, I is the 11 XII identity matrix, and A is a scalar. A
"characteristic" equation may be defined in terms of a determinant:
p (A) == IT - AI I =0 . (3.28 )
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The scalar roots of this characteristic equation, AI, A2' ... , All are the eigenvalues of the
matrix T. If p (A) has no multiple roots, the s th power of the matrix T is
(3.29)
This is Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem. When the eigenvalue Eq. (3.28) has non-
distinct roots, there is a more general confluent form of the theorem [207].
Sylvester's Matrix Polynomial Theorem for 2x2 Matrices
To illustrate the usage of Eq. (3.29), the simplest nontrivial matrix exponent is con-
sidered. For this 2x2 matrix case 11 =2 and Eq. (3.29) becomes
(3.30)
(3.31 )
= (3.32)
Given the two eigenvalues of a matrix T, Eq. (3.32) is the formula for P. The eigen-
values, as mentioned above, can be obtained from the characteristic Eq. (3.28), which for
a 2x2 matrix is
fJ (A) =(A - A)(D - A) - BC =0 .
This equation may be rewritten in standard quadratic equation form:
A2 - (A + D )A + (AD - BC) =0 .
(3.33)
(3.34)
There are several ways to proceed. It is clear that the trace A + D, and the determinant
AD - BC are important quantities, and the eigenvalues depend directly on these quanli-
tics. For this derivation only, the special case where the determinant is unity is
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considered. Indeed, this special case applies to many matrix theories including ray
matrices, Gaussian beam matrices, two-port electric circuit matrices, and the normalized
form of the matrices of Jones calculus. The trace is allowed to be arbitrary. If the
definition
cos8 == A!D
is introduced, then the eigenvalues from the quadratic characteristic Eq. (3.34) are
Al,2 =exp[±i 8] ,
and Eq. (3.32) reduces to
[A BJ s _ I [A sines 8) - sin[(s - I )8] Bsines 8) ]C D - sinS C sines 8) D sines 8) - sin[(s - I )8] ,
which is the standard form of Sylvester's theorem.
Alternate Forms and Evaluation of Sylvester's Theorem
(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)
To emphasize the polynomial nature of the solution, Eq. (3.37) is sometimes written
in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind [202]:
where
x == (A +D)12
and
U (r) - sin[(s + I )cos-I(x )]
s· - (I-x 2)!;!
The first several Chebyshev polynomials are
(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
Uo(x) = 1 ,
U 1(x)=2x ,
U 2(X ) =4x 2 - 1 ,
U 3(X ) =8x 3 - 4x ,
U4(X) =16x4 -12x 2 + 1 ,
U s(x)=32x s -32x 3 +6x,
U 6(X) =64x 6 - 80x 4 + 24x 2 - 1
Additional polynomials may be obtained by the recursion relation [208]
UII +1 - 2xUII + UII - 1 =0 .
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(3.41 )
(3.42)
The unimodular 2x2 form of Sylvester's theorem has been derived from Sylvester's
matrix polynomial theorem. Alternately, one may derive it from first principles, and this
derivation is given in appendix A of Ref. 133. A similar derivation is also given in Ref.
140. Conceptually simpler is the inductive proof [206] which is reported in appendix B
of Ref. 133. These two appendices have been used to explore the range of validity of
Sylvester's theorem. For example, these appendices suggest that Sylvester's theorem
may also apply to roots of matrices. In appendix C of Ref. 133, roots are specifically
considered, and it is shown that Sylvester's theorem is also valid for these matrix roots
[174] [199]. The fact that Sylvester's theorem applies to integer powers and roots of
matrices is suggestive that it applies to arbitrary rational powers. The proof of this is
given in appendix D of Ref. 133. The proofs in these appendices are crucial for a
rigorous understanding of Sylvester's theorem and its applications to matrix optics. With
the proofs given in Ref. 133, this section contains a comprehensive summary of the pro-
perties of this important theorem.
In general, each of the ABeD matrix elements in Sylvester's theorem may be COI11-
plex. The procedure for evaluating the matrix Eg. (3.37) is begun by calculating e. This
"angle" may be determined explicitly by combining the Euler relation with Eg. (3.35) to
yield
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(3.43)
The complex square root in this formula may be evaluated using
J[(2 b2)1/2 ] 112 [( 2 b 2)'12 ] 'I2L(a +ib)1/2 =L a + 2 +a +isgn(b) a + 2 -a f' (3.44)
where the signum function sgn (b) == bll b I has been used. The complex natural loga-
rithm may be separated into real and imaginary parts using the relationship
(3.45)
It should be noted that this complex logarithm is in general multivalued since the
arctangent function in Eq. (3.45) has an infinite number of branches. Finally, the ele-
ments of the matrix Eq. (3.37) may be evaluated by noting that
sin(a + ib) =sin(a )cosh(b ) + i cos(a )sinh(b ) (3.46)
This procedure for evaluating Eq. (3.37) simplifies if (A +D)/2 is real. However, if
(A +D)/2 is greater than unity in magnitude, then from Eq. (3.43), e is purely imaginary.
In this case it is convenient to rewrite Sylvester's theorem in another form. If e == i <j>,
then Eq. (3.37) may be written
[A BJs I [ASinh(s<j»-Sinh[(S-I)<j>l Bsinh(s<j» ]C D = sinh<j> Csinh(s<j» Dsinh(s<j» _ sinh[(s-I)<j>l ' (3.47)
where
cosh<j> = A ; D
Special Cases of Sylvester's Theorem
(3.48)
Due to the somewhat complicated form of Sylvester's theorem, it is useful to con-
sider special cases of Eq. (3.37) where the matrix elements taken on specific forms. One
such special case exists when A =D == cose, and X == (-BIC)'12. Here, Sylvester's
Theorem reduces to
[
cos8 xsin81 s _ [ cos(s 8) xsin(s 8)]
-X-I sin8 cos8J - -X-I sines 8) cos(s 8) .
In the limit as 8 approaches zero, this eguation has two different forms of interest:
[I Xl] S _ [I SXI]o I - 0 I '
[I 01 S _ [1 01X2 IJ - SX2 IJ
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(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51 )
For nonunimodular matrices, an important special case of Sylvester's matrix polynomial
theorem is
[XI 0] s _ [X{ 0]o X2 - 0 xi . (3.52)
While this result is almost obvious, it may be derived by solving the eigenvalue Eg.
(3.34) directly, and using Eg. (3.32). The eigenvalues in this case are A and D.
If s is constrained to be an integer, then Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem may
be used to evaluate the interesting off-diagonal matrix form
(3.53)
(3.54)
These results may also be found from Egs. (3.32) and (3.34). The eigenvalues are
±(Ee )'1~. When XIX2 =-I, these results follow from Eg. (3.49) with 8 =rrI2. These last
two matrix Egs. (3.53) and (3.54) are of special interest in the analysis of confocal reso-
nators. In this case, this off-diagonal matrix represents the transformation of a Gaussian
beam after propagating from the center of the resonator back to the center of the resona-
tor.
In the synthesis of both multipass and periodic systems, factorizations and roots of
matrices are often of interest. For example, it is sometimes desired that an optical system
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be transparent in the sense that the system matrix is made to be the identity matrix.
Some factorizations of the identity matrix were given in chapter II. The identity matrix
taken to any positive integer power is the identity matrix, and this result may be obtained
from either Eqs. (3.50) or (3.51). However, it is clear from Eq. (2.62) that the identity
matrix has an infinite number of distinct square roots (and cube roots too). These do not
follow from Eqs. (3.50) or (3.51) since it was assumed that the eigenvalues in Eq. (3.36)
were distinct. The difficulty may be readily seen from appendix A of Ref. 133. Since the
eigenvalues are equal, the eigenvalue matrix A commutes with the matrix M. In this
case, the substitution T =M-IAM reduces to T =A which is not useful, and an alternate
technique must be employed. In particular, roots must be examined specifically,
(3.55)
and Sylvester's theorem is well-suited to this problem. The unimodular form of
Sylvester's theorem may be used to reduce this equation to four scalar equations with
four unknowns:
Asines 8) - sin[(s -1)8] _ I
sin8 -,
Csin(s 8) - 0
sin8 - ,
B sin(s8) - 0
sine - ,
D sines 8) - sin[(s-I )8] _ I
sin8 -,
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
where 8 is defined in Eq. (3.43). The trivial solutions are A = D = ±I, B = C = O. Alter-
nately, Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58) are satisfied if
sin(s8) =0 ,
sin8:;t 0 .
(3.60)
(3.61 )
After the use of a trigoncmetric identity, it may be seen that the other two equations are
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solved when
cos(s e) = I
Equations (3.60) and (3.62) are satisfied when
se =2kn ,
where k may be any integer. To avoid duplicating solutions, the restriction
05, k 5, sl2
(3.62)
(3.63)
(3.64)
is made [58]. Equation (3.61) may be combined with Eq. (3.63) to obtain a restriction on
s, and it follows that s *2. Thus, the identity matrix has no nontrivial unimodular
square roots.
However, there are nontrivial nonunimodular square roots, those with a determinant
of -I. As may be seen in the next section, the third criteria Eq. (3.62) becomes
cos(s e) =(AD - BC t s12 . (3.65)
If s =2 and the determinant is -I, then the three criteria Eqs. (3.60), (3.61), and (3.65)
are satisfied when e =7tI2. The nonunimodular relationship
cose =Y2(A + D )(AD - BC till (3.66)
may be used, and it follows that for this value of e, D =-A. Since the determinant is -I,
the result may be written
Ilfl - [coslj> YSin<ll]
- y-Isinlj> -cosij> , (3.67)
which was reported, but not derived, in chapter 2. As an additional result, if a matrix T
is a known s th root of the identity matrix, then ['lq['ll is also an s th root of the identity
matrix. Since a nonunimodular Sylvester's theorem has been used, these results provide
an additional motivating factor for the derivation of generalized Sylvester's theorcms.
These generalized theorems arc considered in the next section.
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GENERALIZED SYLVESTER THEOREMS
It has long been desired to obtain Sylvester's theorem for 6-element 3x3 matrices
[148]. The purpose of this section is to derive nonunimodular 2x2 and 3x3 forms of
Sylvester's theorem. The methodology used is discussed, and it is straightforward to
extend the results here to other higher order matrices.
Nonunimodular 2x2 Sylvester Theorems
There is more than one method that may be used to find the nonunimodular form of
Sylvester's theorem. From Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem, it is clear that the
desired matrix may be obtained from Eq. (3.32) with the eigenvalues derived from the
general solution to the characteristic Eq. (3.34). One may also derive it directly in the
same manner as is done in appendix A of Ref. 133. Alternately, if the determinant,
1 =AD -BC , is nonzero, it may be factored out, and
[~ z]' ~ TU2[g~ gi=~]' (368)
Now, Sylvester's theorem Eq. (3.37) may be applied to the matrix on the right-hand side
since it is now unimodular:
[A BJ.I' = 1(·1:-1); [ASin(SO')-1
1
/
2Sin[(S-I)e'] Bsin(se') ] .(3.69)
C D sme Csines e') D sines e') - 1'12sin[(s -I )e']
The angle e' is defined by the relationship
cose' == l/z(A +D )1-'12 (3.70)
Birefringent optical systems often include the use of polarizers. In filter design, for
example, polarizers are used to discard unwanted frequency components. In the Jones
calculus, polarizers are represented by zero determinant matriccs. Since the determinant
of a product is the product of the determinants, it follows that any optical systcm that
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includes polarizers would be represented by a zero determinant matrix. Thus it is impor-
tant to derive a zero determinant form of Sylvester's theorem. From Eq. (3.34) it follows
that the eigenvalues are A +D, and zero, and from Eq. (3.32) it is seen that
(3.71)
The results of this subsection are summarized in Table II. Due to the generality of
the nonunimodular form of Sylvester's theorem, it is appropriate to examine special
cases. Thus several specific matrix operations which have different exponents are also
identified in Table II. Other matrix operations which may be derived directly from
Sylvester's theorem may also be derived using the special case matrices. For example,
the square root matrix in Table II may be applied to itself to yield the fourth root matrix
operation:
(3.72)
where
(3.73)
The determinant of the original matrix is 't =AD -Be. Thus the determinant of the
matrix in Eq. (3.72) is 't1/4. It is important to note that according to Sylvester's theorem,
a matrix taken to the -I power is equivalent to the matrix inverse, and a matrix taken to
the zero power is the identity matrix, as expected.
TABLE II
GENERALIZED 2X2 SYLVESTER THEOREMS
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Description
Sylvester's Theorem
t:;tO
Sylvester's Theorem
t=1
Sylvester's Tht.:urc/Il
t=O
Squared Matrix
Unit Matrix
Square Root Matrix
Identity Matrix
Inv. Root Matrix
Inv. Matrix
Inv. Squared Matrix
Operation
[~ gl'
[~ gl'
[~ ~] 2
[~ ~]I
[A lJ] Y,C f)
[~ ~] ()
[A B]-'/lC D
[A lJ]-1C D
Matrix
t=AD-BC
cosS ='h(A + D )..-'/l
t(.,-I)Il [A sin(s S) - t Y'sin[(.I'-1 )S] B sin(.I' S) ],
~ Csin(sS) Dsin(sS) - t'/'sin[(.I'-I)S]
I [Asin(.I'S)-Sin[(S-I)S] Bsin(.I'S) ]
slOe Csin(.I'S) Dsin(sS) - sin[(.I'-I)S]
(A +D)'-I[~ ~]
[
A (A +D ) - or lJ (A +f) ]
C (A +D ) f) (A +D) - t
I [D -lJ]t -C A
.J,- [D (A +D ) - t -B (A +[) ]
or" -C (A +[) ) A (A +D ) - t
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Nonunimodular 3x3 Sylvester theorem
The 2x2 Sylvester's theorems given apply to a wide variety of problems in optics
and physics in general. However, as alluded to earlier, there are important cases where a
3x3 matrix is needed. For example, with the 3x3 theory, one may trace light rays and
Gaussian beams through misaligned optical systems. Therefore there exists a need for a
3x3 version of Sylvester's theorem for the previous three cases: nonunimodular, unimo-
dular, and zero determinant matrices. The general 9-element 3x3 form of Sylvester's
theorem is not necessary, and we are concerned with 3x3 matrices that have the form
(3.74)
Regardless of the determinant, the As, Bs' C.I·, and D.I, terms of the s th power of the
3x3 matrix in Eq. (3.74) are the same as their 2x2 equivalent Eq. (3.37). Thus, it is only
required to find the Es and F.I· elements. As before, one may use Sylvester's matrix poly-
nomial theorem Eq. (3.29) directly, or generalize the derivation given in Appendix A of
Ref. 133. Alternately, one may use the commutativity requirement P T =T P to obtain
two equations with two unknowns:
A.I·E + B.I·F + E,\' =AEs + BF.I, + E ,
C.I· E + D.I· F + F.\. =CE.I, + DFs + F
Solving these two equations for Es and F.I, for a unimodular matrix yields
(3.75)
(3.76)
[
A B EJS IC D F =-.-o 0 I sm8
A sines 8) - sin[(s -I )8] B sines 8)
C sines 8) D sines 8) - sin[(s -J )8]
o 0
F.\.'
sin8
. (3.77)
where 8 is defined here as in Eq. (3.43) and
E' = [(A _.J )sin(s 8) + (D -I )(sin[(s -I )8]+sin8;] E
.1' - 2(cos8 - I)
+ [sin(S S) - sin[(s -I )S] - sins] BF
2(cosS- I) ,
F' = [sin(S S) - sin[(s-I)S] - sins] CE
S - 2(cosS - I)
+ [(D -I )sin(s S) + (A -I )(sin[(s -I )S]+sinS j] F
2(cosS - I)
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(3.78)
(3.79)
In a manner similar to the previous subsection, the determinant may be factored out
and Eqs. (3.77) - (3.79) may be used to obtain Sylvester's theorem for a nonunimodular
3x3 matrix:
[
A B EjSC D F =
001
't(s-I )12
sinS'
As before
A sines S') - 't1f2sin[(s-1 )S'] B sines S')
C sines S') D sines S') - 't1f2sin[(s -I )8']
o 0 sinS'
(3.80)
(3.81 )
The elements E.\: and Fs' are
E\: =: [(A -r1f2_1 )sin(s S') + (D't-~2-1 )(Sin[(S-I)S']+sinS'j] E (3.82)
. 2(cosS - I)
+ [sin(S S') - ,sin[(s -; I)S'] - sins'] BF ,
2't Y2(cosS - I)
F\.'=: [sin(SS')-,Sin[(S-;I)S']-SinS']CE (3.83)
. 2't Y2(cosS - I)
+ [(D 't-'/2-1 )sin(s S') + (A 't-1~2-1 )(sin[(s-I )S']+sinS' j] F.
2(cosS - I)
The zero-determinant form of the 3x3 Sylvester's theorem may be obtained in a
similar manner. The result is
where
~lS [AfJ =(A+D)S-IS E' jB s,D Fs ,
o (A+D)I-s
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(3.84)
'_ I {, [(A+DY-1-I] }ES=(A+Dy-l E+ A+D-I (AE+BF) ,
,_ I { [(A +Dy-I - I], }F.\o = (A +D)s-l F + A +D _ I (CE +DF) .
(3.85)
(3.86)
These three 3x3 forms of Sylvester's theorem along with an inverse matrix are summar-
ized in Table III.
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TABLE III
GENERALIZED 3X3 SYLVESTER THEOREMS
Description Operation Matrix
,,,,AD-BC
y",A+D-2,'I'
cosO", 1/2(A + D ),-'1,
[&'
A sin(s 0) - 'Y'sin[(s -I )0] Bsin(sO) E'
"~r1'lvester's B E]' ,(,,-I)I.! D sines 0) - ,'I'sin[(s -I )0] F'leorem D F SIn1l Csin(sO) "(, 'F 0) 0 1
0 0 ,(1-,)I.!sinO
[~ A sin(.~O) - sin[(s-I)O] B sin(sO) E.:trlvester's B E]' I F'leorem lJ F sinG Csin(sO) Dsin(sO) - sin[(s-I)O](,= I) 0 1 .,
0 0 sinO
trlvesler's [~ B E]' (A +D)'.,[~ B E' ]leorem lJ F lJ 1-'"(,=0) 0 1 0 (A +6)1-,
Inverse [~ Il E]-I l[lt -8 "'fflF-DE l]D F A r l CE-AFMatrix 0 1
' 0 0 ,
''FO
E' '" [(A ,-v, - I)sin(s 0) + (D r Y' - 1)(sin[(s-I)O] + SinO!)E+ [sin(S OJ - sin[(s - 1JO] - sino) BF
., yr'" y
F' == [sin(S 0) - sin[(s -1)0] - sino) CE + [(D r'I' - I)sines 0) + (A r'l, - 1J{sin[(.\· - I JO] + SinO!) F
., Y yr'7,
,=1
t.~: '" [(A - 1)sin(s 0)+ (D -y1 )(sin[(s-I )0] +sinO! ) E + [ sin(s 0) - Sin[~-I)O] - sino) BF
F: == [ sines OJ - sin[~~-l )0]- sino) CE + [ CD - 1Jsin(s OJ + (A -yl J{sin[(s-I JOj + sinS! ) F
,=0
E: '" (A + D )I-'{E + [ (A/tl~ II ](Al.:' + IlF)}
F' = (A +D)I-, fF + r(A +D),-I- Il(CF +DF)1
,- '11 I A+/)-I I - Jf
Again, there is an interest in special cases of the theorem, and the 3x3 extension of
Eg. (3.49) is
where
xsinS
cosS
o
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(3.87)
I + cosS
Es == 2
I + cosS
Fs == 2
[
sin,CsS) +
smS
[
sin,Cs S) +
smS
I - cos(s S)] E + xsinS [ I - cos(s S) _ sin,Cs S)] F (3.88)
I + cosS 2 I - cosS smS '
1- COS(SS)]F _ x-lsinS [ 1- cos(sS) _ sin,CsS)]E .(3.89)
I + cosS 2 I - cosS smS
Two important special cases of this result occur when S -7 0:
[8 b f]' ~ [8 st SE+VzS~r-I)BF]
[s ~ f]' ~ [sf ~ SF+'/,s'~-I)CE] .
Here the definition ofX (xsinS-7B, -x-lsinS-7C) has been used.
SUMMARY
(3.90)
(3.91 )
Backward propagation through an optical system occurs in a large class of multipass
applications where the optical signal traverses the system at least twice. Such applica-
tions include remote sensing, nondestructive evaluation, and synthesis of optical delay
lines and laser oscillators. In the ubiquitous matrix theories considered here, a 2x2
transfer matrix is used to represent forward propagation of light through the optical sys-
tem, and a corresponding reverse matrix is used to represent backward propagation. A
general procedure has been demonstrated to obtain reverse matrices. The reverse matrix
has been found for several generalized theories which make use of matrices which may
be nonunimodular, possess an important 3x3 form, or both. A possible application of the
results has been demonstrated with an example. In particular, it was shown that, by tilt-
ing a mirror, a laser may be aligned even though it possesses misaligned intracavity
optics.
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When Sylvester's theorem is applied in unimodular 2x12 transfer matrix optics, it
governs light propagation through periodic optical systems. There are numerous physi-
cally interesting and important applications of these periodic: systems. However, some
applications such as those involving periodic distributetl feedback lasers, lossy
birefringent filters, electric circuits with intranetwork indepelildent sources, high energy
particle accelerators, periodic computer graphics manipulations with object translations,
and periodic pulse compressors, require nonunimodular and/or an augmented 3x3 matrix
formalism. Sylvester's theorem has been extended here to facilitate the study of these
and other systems. Systematic procedures have also been used to find the range of vali-
dity of Sylvester's theorem, and several important special cases have been identified. For
example, roots of matrices, which are useful for system synthesis, were examined. The
basic results have been summarized in tabular form, and it is straightforward to extend
these results to other types of matrices.
CHAPTER IV
LASER ELECTROMAGNE'UICS
INTRODUCTION
1
A substantial portion of laser optics may be treated using transfer matrix methods.
I
These matrix methods are usually derived from MaxweIrs equations. The purpose of this
chapter is review some of the fundamental concepts regarding Maxwell's equations and
laser electromagnetics in general. This will provide some of the mathematical and physi-
1
cal tools to derive these matrix methods. Of particular interest is the application of laser
electromagnetic theory to laser amplifiers. Some imp0rtant results are derived, while
others are reviewed.
MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
In a landmark paper James Clerk Maxwell (18311-1879) summarized the laws of
I
electricity and magnetism as a set of differential equations [209]. This alone was a
I
significant accomplishment, but he also brilliantly showed that an important term in one
of the differential equations was missing. This factor is now known as the Maxwell dis-
placement current. With the displacement current, these equations summarize the theory
of the electric and magnetic fields, similar to Newton'sl laws which summarize gravita-
tional field effects.
Maxwell's theory had some startling mmifications. With the displacement current,
I
he showed that a time-varying electric field creates a magnetic field, which creates an
electric field, which creates a magnetic field, ad infinitum. This series of field intcrac-
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tions is known as an electromagnetic wave. Thus an accelerating point charge, for exam-
pie, loses some of its energy which goes into the creation of an electromagnetic wave,
i.e., it radiates. The speed of the wave was calculated in terms of known electric and
magnetic constants, and the result was within experimental error of the then measured
speed of light. For this and other reasons, the conclusion was inescapable: light is an
electromagnetic wave. In Maxwell's own words [209]:
The general equations are next applied to the case of a magnetic disturbance
through a non-conducting field, and it is shown that the only disturbances
which can be so propagated are those which are transverse to the direction of
propagation, and that the velocity of propagation is the velocity v, found from
experiments such as those of Weber, which expresses the number of electros-
tatic units of electricity which are contained in one electromagnetic unit.
This velocity is so nearly that of light, that is seems we have strong rea-
son to conclude that light itself (including radiant heat, and other radiations if
any) is an electromagnetic disturbance in the form of waves propagated
through the electromagnetic field according to electromagnetic laws...
Maxwell had his detractors, and his theory was not immediately accepted. Some
researchers had worked their entire lives on different theories of light propagation, and
they weren't about to give their theories up without substantial proof. As a sad note in
the history of science, Maxwell died in 1879 before proof came. However, he was not
alone in the promotion of his theory. Several "Maxwellians" such as the electrical
engineer Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925) and the physicist John H. Poynting (1852-1914)
also championed his theory.
Maxwell originally wrote 20 awkward equations with 20 variables. These equations
also contained potential functions and quaternions. The modern form of Maxwell's
equations were first written by Heaviside in 1883. Heaviside abandoned the potential
functions in favor of field quantities, and the now archaic quaternions were replaced with
vectors and tensors. Maxwell's original equations had no symmetry, but Heaviside' s
equations contained stunning symmetry. He called his equations "the duplex form of
Maxwell's equations." For some years the reformulated equations were called the
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"Hertz-Heaviside" equations. Later the young Einstein referred to them as the
"Maxwell-Hertz" equations, leaving out the sometimes gruff Heaviside [210]. Heinrich
Hertz (1857-1894) wrote Maxwell's equations in a form similar to Heaviside's duplex
equations, but he acknowledges Heaviside's priority in writing them in that form. It
seems curious to call a set of equations which Maxwell may never have recognized
"Maxwell's equations", their modern name. Considering this historical backround, it
seems appropriate to call them the "Maxwell-Heaviside equations", or perhaps the
"Heaviside form of Maxwell's equations."
It was Hertz who finally proved the validity of Maxwell's equations by creating
some of Maxwell's electromagnetic waves, and demonstrating in a series of experiments
in 1888 that the waves had many of the properties of light. Thus, Maxwell's place in his-
tory (as well as Hertz's) was secured. Indeed, the Maxwell-Heaviside equations
represent the basis of all modern electrical engineering.
Heaviside's Integral Form
The Maxwell-Heaviside Equations come in two mathematical forms: the integral
form and the differential form. Heaviside's integral form of Maxwell's equations using
the right-hand rule convention in the International System of Units (abbreviated SI from
the French "Le Systeme International d'Unites") is:
f cE . {71 =-*I I/1 .dS
f cH . dl =*I I/Y .dS +II/ .dS
efPs 15 . dS =If Ii dV
efP
s
B . dS =0 .
(4.1 )
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
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The vector if will be referred to here as the electric Field. The unit of the electric
Field is V1m. The Volt, V, is named after Allesandro Volta. In terms of meters (m),
kilograms (kg), seconds (s), and Amperes (A), a Volt is a kg m2 A -I s-3. These four
units when used as a basis set, are sometimes referred to as rationalized mksa units. The
Ampere was named after Andre Marie Ampere (1775-1836). The ratio of a Volt to an
Ampere is an Ohm, n. The Ohm is named after Georg Simon Ohm (1787-1854), a Ger-
man physicist. The vector jj is the magnetic flux density whose units are WblJll 2. A
Weber, Wb, is a V s which is a kg 11/2 A -I s-2. The unit was named after Wilhelm
Weber. The electric current density is 1. It's unit is A 111/ 2. The electric displacement
density is D, and has units of A S 11/-2. The magnetic field, H, has a unit of AIJIl.
The first of these equations, named after the English chemist and physicist Michael
Faraday (1791-1867), is the integral form of Faraday's Induction law and has units of
volts. Faraday's law in integral form may be summarized as follows: The electromotive
force around a closed path C is the negative of the time rate of change of the magnetic
flux through an open surface S which is bounded by C. Thus a time-dependent magnetic
field through a closed loop induces an electric field in the vicinity of the loop. Alter-
nately, an electric field in a closed loop induces a magnetic field through the loop. The
negative sign in Faraday's law is associated with "Lenz's law" which insures energy con-
servation.
Equation (4.2) is Ampere's circuital law and has units of Amperes. It may be sum-
marized as follows: the magnetomotive force around a closed path C is the sum of the
current due to charges, and the Maxwell displacement current through an open surface S
which is bounded by C. Thus either a time-dependent electric field or a current through
a closed loop induces a magnetic field in the vicinity of the loop.
Equation (4.3) is known as Gauss's law for the electric field and has units or
Coulombs. Gauss's law for the electric field in integral form may be summarized as
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follows: the displacement flux crossing a closed surface S is equal to the net charge in
the volume V enclosed by S. Thus charge is a source of the electric field.
Karl F. Gauss (\ 777-1855) was the German mathematician and physicist for whom
Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4), "Gauss's law for the magnetic field", were named. The law has
units of Webers. Gauss's law for the magnetic field in integral form may be summarized
as follows: The magnetic flux crossing a closed surface S is zero. Thus there are no
sources (known as magnetic monopoles) or sinks of the magnetic field. Put another way,
all magnetic field lines are closed loops.
An equation associated with the Maxwell-Heaviside equations is the continuity
equation which is also known as the conservation of charge:
(4.5)
The electric charge density is p, and it's unit is Clm 3 which in mksa units is an A s m-3.
The unit Coulomb, C, was named after the French scientist Charles Augustin de
Coulomb (1736-1806). Thus if the amount of charge contained in a volume is changing,
a current must be crossing the surface bounding the volume.
It should be noted that these five equations are not independent. Equations (4.1) and
(4.2) together with either Eq. (4.3) or (4.5) form an independent set. For example, the
continuity equation may be derived from Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) in the following manner:
consider Ampere's law Eq. (4.2) in the limit that the closed curve C become infinitely
small. The left hand side of Eq. (4.2) becomes zero, and the surface integrals on the right
hand side of the equation become closed surface integrals. Substituting Gauss's law for
the electric field Eq. (4.3) into this equation results in Eq. (4.5), the conservation of elec-
tric charge.
The Maxwell-Heaviside Equations in integral form contain various line and surface
integrals. The differential elements, (7[, dS, and dV vary depending on the coordinate
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system used. Table IV lists these differential elements for three coordinate systems of
interest.
TABLE IV
DIFFERENTIAL LENGTH, SURFACE, AND VOLUME ELEMENTS
Coordinate ell tdS dV
System
Rectangular dxT;; + dy~, + dz~ dydzfr dxdydz
(x ,y ,z) dzdxi.J:
dxdyiz
Cylindrical dr~. + rdlj> i~ + dz~ rd lj>cgf,. rdrdlj>dz
(r ,lj>,z) drdzi~_
rdrdlj>iz
Spherical dRfR + Rd 8i8+ Rsin8d lj>i~ R2 sin 8 d8depJR R2 sin 8 dRd8dlj>
(R ,8,lj» R sin 8 clR.!llj>i e
(O~8~1t) R dR d8 i~
It is often of interest to change from one coordinate system to another, and Table V
is useful to this end.
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TABLE V
COORDINATE SYSTEM CONVERSION FORMULAS
Coordinate Scalar Vector
System Conversions Conversions
Cylindrical x = r cos <1> ~ = cos <1>E- sin <1> ~
(r ,<1>,z) y = r sin <1> !J, =~n<1>ir +cos <1> ilJl
z =z iz = iz
r = (x 2 + y2)112 T; = cos<1>~ + sin<1>~.
<1> = tan-I(y/\) ~ = =sin<1>~ + cos~~.
z = z i, = i., ~
Spherical x = R sin 0 cos <1> ~ = sin 0 cos <1> l.R + cos 0 cos <1>Io - sin <1> I.p
(R ,0,<1» y = R sin 0 sin <1> !J, = sin 0 ~n <1> iR + ~s 0 sin <1> i0 + cos <1> i.p(O::;O::;rr) z = R cos 0 iz = cos 0 iR - sin 0 i 0
R = (x 2+ y2 + Z2)112 "& = sinOcos<1>~ + sinOsin<1>;' + cosO&
0= tan- I[(x2 + y2)II2/z ] i0 = cosOcos<1>ix + cosOsin<1>i\' - sinOiz
<1> = tan-I(y/.r) f.p = -sin<1>~ + cos<1>~. .
Heaviside's Differential Form
Given Heaviside's integral form of Maxwell's equations it is possible to derive a
differential form with the use of two mathematical theorems. For any vector If,
(4.6)
(4.7)
The first of these is Stokes' theorem named after George Gabriel Stokes (1819-1903).
The second is Gauss's theorem, though it is commonly called the divergence theorem.
Alternate names are Stokes' curl theorem and Gauss's divergence theorem since "V x" is
the curl operator and "V ." is the divergence operator.
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Heaviside's differential form of the Maxwell's equations using the right hand rule
convention in the international system of units is
V·i5=p
V·B=O.
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11 )
The units of Faraday's law, Eq. (4.8), is Volts per square meter (Vlm 2), or a kg A-I ,\'-3.
The units of Ampere's law, Eq. (4.9), is Amperes per square meter (Aim 2). The units of
Gauss's law for the electric field, Eq. (4.10), are Coulombs per cubic meter (C11// 3), or
Ampere-seconds per cubic meter (Aslln 3). The units of Gauss's law for the magnetic
field, Eq. (4.11), are Webers per cubic meter (Wb 1m 3).
Here, the associated continuity equation is
V·J=-~
-at'
The units of this equation are Amperes per cubic meter (A 1m 3).
(4.12)
Unlike the integral form, the differential form of the Maxwell-Heaviside equations
requires a mathematical statement of the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions
can be derived from the integral form. The boundary conditions are
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
where ~, is the unit vector normal to the surface boundary in the direction of medium I.
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Thus, from Eq. (4.13), the electric field components tangential to a boundary are continu-
ous across that boundary. From Eq. (4.14), the tangential magnetic field components are
discontinuous across a boundary by the amount of the current density flowing on the
boundary. From Eq. (4.15), the electric displacement component normal to a boundary is
discontinuous across it by the amount of the charge density on the boundary. From Eq.
(4.16), the normal component of the magnetic flux density is continuous across a boun-
dary.
With the differential form of the Maxwell-Heaviside equations, the differential
operators in different coordinate systems are of interest:
Vector Differential Operations [Rectangular Coordinates (x ,y,z)]
Vector Differential Operations [Cylindrical Coordinates (I' ,cj>,z)]
v.A =1. d (rA.) + 1. d: p + dA z
rdr I r cj> (JZ
n A- - [I dAz dA 1jJ] -;- [dAr dA z ] -;- [I d(t p) IdAr ]-;-
v X - - -:u:- - ----c- I. + ---c- - -----.::- I ,t, + - - - -:u:- I.
I' ocj> oz I oz or Y r r r ocj> ~
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Vector Differential Operations [Spherical Coordinates (R ,S,~)]
. - _ I d 2 1 d . I dt pY' A - R2 dR(R Ar )+ RsinS d8(smSAe) + RsinS ~
- I [d . dA e] -;- I [ I dAR d ]-;-Y' x A = R sinS d8(A IjJsmS) - dif IR + 7[ sinS dijl- (fj[(RA 1jJ) Ie
I [d(RAe) dAR]-;-
+7[ dR -CTS IIjJ
\72 _ I d [ 2~] I d [.~] I ~
v 'l' - R2 dR R (JR- + R2sinS d8 smS as + R2sin2S d~2
'1'jf =['12AR - }, [AR + col SA 0 + escS":l + ":so ]]r.
+ ['12A0 - ~2 [ese2SA, - 2 "t: + 2eotSeseS ":$' ]] To
+ ['12A, - ~ , [ese'<jlA; - 2eseS "t: -2eol SeseS ":$' ]] T,
In addition there are several formulas of vector calculus used in laser electromagnctics:
Y'('l' + <I» =Y''l' + Y'<I>
Y' x (A + B)= Y' x if + Y' x jj
Y'('l'<I» =~N<I> + <1>Y''l'
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V· (",A) = "'v· A +A . v'I'
V· (A x if)= if· V x A - A . V x if
V x (",A) ='l'V x A +v'v x A
V x (A x if) = AV . if - ifv .A + (B . V)A - (A . V)if
V . V'" == V2'1'
V'VxA=O
V x v<p =0
V2A == V x V x A - V(V . A)
v(A·if)=(A·V)if +(if·V)A +Ax(Vxif)+ifx(VXA)
A·ifxc=if,cxA=C·Axif
A x (if x C) =if(A . C) - C(A . if)
The Constitutive Relations
The Maxwell-Heaviside equations themselves do not contain sufficient information
to solve any given problem. Additional material relations (also known as "constitutive
relations") must be specified. In freespace, the constitutive relations are
D =Eo E ,
B =110 H ,
J =0 .
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
The permeability of freespace, 110' is exactly 41t x 1O-7H /11/. The Henry, H, is
named after Joseph Henry (1797-1878). The permittivity of freespace, Eo, is related to
the vacuum speed of light by the relation
(4.20)
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Since 1983 when the 17th Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures in Paris redefined
the meter in terms of the speed of light, c =2.99792458 x 108 m/s, exactly [2 I I]. Thus
the permittivity of freespace has an exact value: Co = JO-91[4n:(2.99792458)2] F /m. This
is approximately 8.854 I 87 x 10-12 F/m. For analytical calculations the approximation
Co :: JO-9/36n: F /m is sometimes used.
The constitutive relations may be much more complicated in different material
media. In fact, even in vacuum the simple constitutive relations above [Eqs. (4. 17)-
(4. I 9)] apply only approximately. In the atomic and subatomic domain, quantum-
mechanical nonlinear effects may be important. However, "in the classical domain of
sizes and attainable field strengths there is abundant evidence for the validity of linear
superposition and no evidence against it" (as of 1975) [212]. Thus, though this vacuum
polarization effect exists in principle, it is invariably ignored.
As an example of the use of Heaviside's integral form of Maxwell's equations, the
electric field emanating from a point charge of charge q in freespace is calculated. From
Eq. (4.3),
(4.2 I)
A spherical shell of radius R is chosen as the surface S. From Table IV,
dS =R2sin8d8d<jJfR and Eq. (4.21) becomes
n2nJJ DR R2sin8d8d<jJ =q
For symmetry reasons, DR does not vary in 8 or <jJ, and it follows that
In freespace the constitutive relation Eq. (4. 17) may be used, and it follows that
if = q I4n:c R2 R{}
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
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which is the well-known formula for the electric field caused by a point charge.
Electric fields and magnetic fields exert forces on particles with charge analogous to
gravitational fields exerting forces on particles with mass:
F =q (if + iT x if) f--7 F =mil , (4.25)
(4.26)
Thus the Lorentz force law is analogous to Newton's 2nd law in mechanics [Eq. (4.25)],
and Coulomb's law is analogous to Newton's law of universal gravitation [Eq. (4.26)].
The gravitational constant has the value G =6.67259 X 10-11 N m 2/kg 2. In dealing with
problems where Forces due to mass and charge are important, it is prudent to pay special
attention to sign convention. Like charges repel each other while masses attract each
other.
When the Maxwell-Heaviside equations are applied to moving media, they, like
Newton's laws, are valid. However, it was later found that Newton's laws are only
correct for matter moving much slower than the speed of light. However, the Maxwell-
Heaviside equations are correct even for very fast moving media. In P. Nahin's words
[213]
When Einstein found that Newtonian dynamics had to be modified to be com-
patible with the special theory of relativity, he also found that Maxwell's equa-
tions were already relativistically correct. Magnetic effects are, after all, rela-
tivistic effects produced by moving charges, and so Maxwell had automati-
cally built relativity into his equations.
Under the most general conditions, the constitutive relations are written:
i5 = Co if +P ,
J =(J if + 1;, .
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
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The material polarization vector P represents the net electric dipole moment per unit
volume of the medium. The magnetization vector M represents the net magnetic dipole
moment per unit volume of the medi;Jm. '['he symbol a is the conductivity of the
I -
medium. The non-Ohmic current is represented by the vector lv.
For simple dielectrics,
(4.30)
where Xe is the electric susceptibility. From Eg. (4.27), it follow that for simple dielec-
I
tries
15 =£0(1 +Xe)E ==£o£,.E ==£E (4.31)
The constant £ is the permittivity of the Iinateri,al and £,. is the relative permittivity.
Similarly, for simple magnetic materials I
M := lloXIIIH , (4.32)
where XIII is the magnetic susceptibility. Frorr Eg. (4.28), it follow that for simple mag-
netic materials
jj =110 (I + Xm)H := 11011,. H == IlH (4.33)
The constant J..l is the permeability of the'mater-ial and ~l,. is the relative permeability. For
simple conductors, J;, =5.
There are several types of complications that may arise in material media: inhomo-
I
geneity, anisotropy, nonlinearity, hysteresis, and chirality. Inhomogeneous media have
spatially dependent permittivity, permeability, and/or conductivity. Thus, a medium may
I
be electrically inhomogeneous, magnetically inhomogeneous, and/or conductively inho-
I
mogeneous. Similarly, anisotropic media have a tensor permittivity, permeability, and/or
conductivity. A nonlinear medium has a mlaterial polarization, magnetization, and/or
I
non-Ohmic current that depends nonlinearly on the electric field, magnetic field, and/or
I
the electric field, respectively. A material with hysteresis has material properties that
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depend on previous values of the field.
THE WAVE EQUATION
To analyze electromagnetic wave propagation, the differential form of the
Maxwell-Heaviside equations are combined with the relevant constitutive relations to
form a wave equation. The wave equation is a specific reduction of the Maxwell-
Heaviside equations to achieve one equation with a single unknown.
For a wide variety of optical media including laser amplifiers, the constitutive rela-
tions are
15(x ,y ,2 ,I ) =E(X ,y ,2 ) E(x ,y ,2 ,I) + Piasa (X ,y ,2 ,I) ,
if (x ,y ,2 ,I ) =J.l H (X ,y ,2 ,I) ,
l(x ,y ,2 ,I) =a(x ,y ,2) E (X ,y ,2 ,I) .
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
where E(X ,y ,2) represents the background permittivity of, for example, a laser amplifier.
In this case, Ptasl'l" (x ,y ,2 ,I) would be the field polarization induced by the lasing atoms.
Though the polarization is written as only a function of space and time, it is understood
that it may also be a function of the field intensity. Thus, the laser medium is allowed to
be electrically nonlinear.
An initial wave equation may be formed by taking the curl of both sides of
Heaviside's differential form of Faraday's law [Eq. (4.8)] and using Ampere's law [Eg.
(4.9)] and the constitutive relations [Egs. (4.34)-(4.36)]:
__ J.l a[\7 x ill
- al
(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)
CJ [- CJ [- - J]=-lldT crE + dT EE + Plaser
':'IE- ':'I2E- CJ2p
=-Ilcr ° - llE-o- - Il laserdt CJt 2 CJt 2
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(4.40)
(4.41 )
Further reduction of the wave Eq. (4.41) is not possible without foreknowledge of
the form of the field polarization. This form may be obtained by postulate, or by rigorous
solution. Our interest here is in the latter case, and Schrodinger-based density matrix
equations may be used to show that an incident single frequency electric field polarizes a
medium in the following manner:
~{/se,. (x ,y ,Z ,t) = C(x ,y ,Z ,t )cos(rot) + S(x ,y ,Z ,t )sin(rot)
=Re[(C(x ,y ,Z ,t) - is(x ,y ,Z ,t»e i Wt]
=Re[E(x ,y ,Z )x(x ,y ,Z ,t )i1'(x ,y ,Z ,t)e i wt] ,
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
where the susceptibility x(x ,y ,Z ,f) is complex and the complex amplitude of the electric
field, it(x ,y ,Z ,t) is defined by
f (x ,y ,Z ,t) =Re[f'(x ,y ,Z ,t )e i wt ] (4.45)
Some of the explicit approximations used in the semiclassical density matrix model
for light-matter interactions are
I. Central field
2. Perturbation Hamiltonian
3. Electric dipole transition
4. Two level atoms
5. Phenomenological decay terms
6. Rotating wave approximation
7. Rate equation approximation
8. Dipoles are parallel to field.
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In the first approximation, it is assumed that the potential is spherically symmetric
which allows one to use parity. It is also assumed that the incident light field is small
enough so as not to completely change the eigenstate of the laser medium. This allows
use of a perturbation Hamiltonian (H'«Ho )' The form of the perturbation Hamiltonian
is assumed to be approximately a pure dipole transition (H' =-er' E). A phenomeno-
logically generalized two energy level model is used to approximate the many level
structure that real laser amplifiers possess. The fifth approximation is a reminder of the
limitations of the Maxwell-Schrodinger model. In particular, phenomenological decay
terms are used to account for the existence of spontaneous emission. The rate equation
approximation allows us to ignore coherence effects. Lastly, it is assumed that the
atomic dipoles are parallel to the field polarization.
With these approximations, Eqs. (4.44) and (4.45) may be substituted into the wave
Eq. (4.41) and it follows that
[V x Vx it]e' m< ~ - ftcr[ i roE' + af] e' m< - ~E g,', [(I + X1E'e' "'] (4.46)
where an additional constraint on the electric field has been lIsed. This constraint [the
imaginary part of Eq. (4.46)] is required since Eq. (4.45) does not uniquely specify
E'(X,Y,2,/). Before dividing both sides of Eq. (4.46) by exp(irot), it is convenient to
define a complex permittivity:
£'(x ,y ,2 ,I) == £(x ,y ,2 )[ I + x(x ,y ,2 ,I )]
With this definition, Eq. (4.46) may be rewritten
[V x Vx E']e'm< =- W'[ i roE' + al'] e'm< - ~ g,', [iE'e'''' ]
which reduces to
(4.47)
(4.48)
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It is conventional at this point to use the definition of the vector Laplacian,
\l2it == \I(V . E) - Vx Vx E' ,
(4.49)
(4.50)
to transform Eq. (4.49). However, Eq. (4.50) may itself be simplified with the aid of
Gauss's law for the electric field, Eq. (4.10):
V'D=p=O (4.51 )
With our definition of the complex permittivity and the complex electric field, Eq. (4.51)
may be written
from which it follows that
V· (£'E') =0
- -, \1£'. E'\1.£=- i •
£
(4.52)
(4.53)
Substituting Eqs. (4.50) and (4.53) into Eq. (4.49), the wave equation becomes
\l2E' + (co2/l£' - i co/lO')E' =- \I[ \1£' ; E'] + 11[2i co de' + d2£'] E'
£ r" dt df2
+1I[O'+2iW£'+2d£'] dE' + 11£' d2jf' (4.54)
r" dt T r" df2
Rather than use a complex permittivity, we define a complex propagation constant
k2(x ,y ,Z ,f ) == C02J.l£'(x ,y ,Z ,f ) - i WJ.lO'(x ,y ,z) ,
and the wave equation becomes
\l2E' + k2E' =_ \I[ e2k \lk + i wll\lO') . E'] + 1- [2ik dk + l...[ dk] 2 + ..Ii..- d2k] it
k2 + i W/lO' co dt co dt co df 2
[ _ .k
2 4k dk] dE' [k 2 + i collO'] d2E'+ /lO'+21- + -'J ........ ----:'I":- + 'J ---:I'J .
co co- of of co- at-
(4.55)
(4.56)
Without loss of generality, the complex propagation constant may be assumed to have
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the form
k (x ,y ,Z ,t ) =ko(z ) - k'(x ,y ,Z ,t)12 . (4.57)
Similarly, the complex electric field may be written
E'(x ,y ,2 ,I) = 'I'(x ,y ,Z ,I)exp [-i11<0 (2 ')dz ,1 (4.58)
where K(Z) is usually equal to ko (z), or the real part of ko (z). Substituting Eqs. (4.57)
and (4.58) into Eq. (4.56) results in the wave equation
d2lp d2tp d2lp _? dtp 2 _ 2 - _ [ , . dKo _ '2 ] - _dX 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 _I KodZ + (ko Ko)tp kok +IT k /4 tp-
_V[[2(ko -k'I2)V(ko -k'I2)+iro/lVO'J·lp1
kl- kok' + k'1/4 + i ro/lO'
'k [[2(ko - k'I2)V(ko - k'l2) + i w/lVO'J . tp]-;-
+ I '0 '''' I,ko - kok + k -/4 + I ro/lO' ~
+ ...£ [-i (k _ k'l2) dk' + _1_ [dk'] 2 _ ko - k'l2 d2k'] lp
ro 0 dt 4ro dt 2ro dt 2
(4.59)
This wave equation is the fundamental result of the section. Note that if k (x ,y ,2 ,t) is
constant and if we choose Ko =ko ' then a constant vector is a nontrivial solution to Eq.
(4.59), and the result represents an ordinary plane wave.
LASER GAIN AND REFRACTIVE INDEX
Given the complex propagation constant for a laser medium, the laser beam's pro-
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pagation characteristics may be obtained by subsequent solution of Eq. (4.59). The pur-
pose of this section is to review the forms of the complex propagation constant for dif-
ferent media.
Lasers are often characterized by an index of refraction 11 , and a gain coefficient g,
and a loss coefficient y. These quantities are related to the complex propagation constant:
k (x ,y ,Z ,f ) == P(x ,y ,Z ,f) + i a(x ,y ,Z ,f)
= 2~V 11 (x ,y ,Z ,f) + ~ [g (x ,y ,Z ,n - y(x ,y ,Z ,n]
Homogeneous Broadening
(4.60)
(4.6 I)
In the simplest laser amplifiers, all of the laser atoms have stimulated transitions
with the same energy level lifetime and energy difference. In this case, the laser is said
to be "homogeneously broadened". There are several effects that contribute to the life-
time, and therefore the linewidth, of the stimulated transition. Firstly, other effects
neglected, the laser atoms have a finite lifetime. This lifetime can, in principle, be deter-
mined from quantum mechanics. This aspect of homogeneous broadening is referred to
as "natural broadening." Another aspect of homogeneous broadening is "collision
broadening," which is due to phase-interrupting collisions. When the collisions occur
between like atoms, the type of collision broadening is known as "Lorentz broadening."
Similarly, when the collisions occur between unlike atoms, the type of collision broaden-
ing is "Holtsmark broadening." Collisions may also occur between the laser atoms and
phonons. If the collision lifetime due to collision broadening and lifetimes of both of the
energy levels which make lip the stimulating transition (natural broadening) are known,
then the total homogeneous Iinewidth is
- I If1v, - -- +-- + ----'---
I 2n:T( 21tTz 1tTcollisio/l (4.62)
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The index of refraction and gain for a homogeneously broadened laser are
( ) ( ) cgho (x ,y ,Z ,t) Y1I11OlIIOgCIlCO/ls X ,y ,Z ,t =110 x ,y ,Z ,t + 41tv 1+ y2 + sl (x ,y ,Z ,t )
( ) gho(x,y,z,t)gholllogCIlCOCls x ,y ,Z ,t = 1+ y2 + sl (x ,y ,Z ,t)
where
CE -* -I (x ,y ,Z ,t) == 2illIJ (x ,y ,Z ,t) . lIJ(x ,y ,Z ,t )
o
(4.63)
(4.64)
(4.65)
(4.66)
It may be noticed a spatial or temporal dependence of the unsaturated line-center gain
g,1O causes a similar refractive index profile.
Mixed Broadening
For single-mode lasers that are not homogeneously broadened, the gain and index of
refraction are
1Il11ixctl (x ,y ,Z ,t ) =110(x ,y ,Z ,t ) +
2(v - va) (v )dv
cgho (x ,y ,Z ,t) J---t--_~_V_h_~P__II__II_-
41tV [ 2(v _ v )] 2
1+ ~Vh II + sl (x ,y ,Z ,t )
(4.67)
( ) ( )J p(va)dva (4.68)
g",;.",1 X ,y ,Z ,I ~ glw X ,y ,Z ,I I + [ 2(~~1~") ] 2 + sf (X ,y ,Z ,I)
Basically, if each of the laser atoms have different center frequencies, then the laser acts
like many small homogeneously broadened lasers. The distribution of these center fre-
quencies is P (VII)' For gas lasers,
!J (v ) = 2(111 2)1/
2 e -[2(va - Va l/(6.v,/ 1]21112
II 1t1j2~V tl (4.69)
due to the Doppler effect. Though Eg. (4.69) is exact for Doppler broadened gas lasers,
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it is also a good approximation for most other types of lasers. Combining Eq. (4.69) with
Eqs. (4.67) and (4.68) yields
. ) cgho (x ,y ,Z ,f) 2(ln2)'!l
llmixed (x ,y ,2,t) =110 (x ,y ,2 ,f + 4nv rrVl!1vd
(4.70)
(4.71 )
Inhomogeneous Broadening
When all of the laser atoms do not have stimulated transitions with the same energy
level lifetime and energy difference, the laser is inhomogeneously broadened. In gas
lasers, the laser atoms travel with different velocities which causes Doppler broadening.
Inhomogeneous broadening also occurs due to frequency shifts caused by electric fields
(Stark broadening) and magnetic fields (Zeeman broadening). An effective mass effect,
important for small atoms, and a volume effect, important for large atoms, give rise to
isotope shifts which are also a source of additional broadening. The atom's hyperfine
structure may also encourage inhomogeneous broadening.
It is difficult to derive a general expression for the inhomogeneous linewidth of a
laser. However, for Doppler broadening, the inhomogeneous Doppler linewidth is
[
2kT ] '/l!1Vd =2vo Mc21n2 .
For Doppler broadened lasers the refractive index and gain are
( f) ( t)+ cglfo(X,Y,2,t)F(.\~)I/lfoflfller X ,y ,2 , =11 0 X ,y ,2 , 2rr312v
(4.72)
(4.73)
.2
( ) gdo(X,y,Z,t)e-Xgdoflplcr x,y,z,t = [1 +s!(x,y,z,t)]'12
where
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(4.74)
(4.75)
(4.76)
The function F(:n is known as Dawson's integral. At line center, the value of Dawson's
integral is zero. It appears that the gain saturates more slowly for a Doppler broadened
amplifier [Eq. (4.74)] than for a homogeneously broadened amplifier I[Eq. (4.64)]. This
effect exists because a Doppler broadened medium is made of many Ihomogeneous fre-
quency classes. As one saturates, there are other unsaturated frequency classes that pro-
vide additional gain.
Homogeneous and Doppler broadening are two idealized limits of the integral Eqs.
(4.70) and (4.71). However, most lasers can generally be categorized as either homo-
geneously broadened or inhomogeneously broadened. The broadening mechanism that
dominates depends upon the operating conditions. For example, CO 2 lasers may be
changed from homogeneously broadened to Doppler broadened by Q:hanging the laser
amplifier temperature or pressure. To determine the dominant broadening mechanism,
one compares the homogeneous linewidth with the Doppler linewidthl. If one is several
times the other, then that broadening mechanism dominates. At high Ipressure, collision
broadening dominates and C02 is homogeneously broadened. Similarly, at low pressure,
the mean time between collisions is larger, and the laser becomes Doppler broadened.
The homogeneous linewidth is linear in temperature, but the Doppler Iinewidth is propor-
tional to the square root of temperature. If the operating temperature is small enough,
even some solid state lasers become Doppler broadened.
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Near-Doppler Broadening
For lasers that cannot be classified as either homogeneously broadened or inhomo-
geneously broadened, one must integrate Egs. (4.67) and (4.68) or (4.70) and (4.71)
directly. In general, numerical methods are used. However, if only the first-order effects
of the homogeneous linewidth on a Doppler broadened laser are considered, then the
refractive index and gain for a nearly Doppler broadened laser are
II,,,", .101'1"" (x ,y ,Z ,t) ~ "0 (x ,y ,Z ,f{I +
X ~~do (x ,y ,Z ,f) [F CO _ El1Y2[ I + sI (x ,y ,Z ,f )f2xe _.f2]}1/2
1t Vllo (x ,y ,Z ,t )
gllear doppler (X ,y ,Z ,f) =gdo (X ,y ,Z ,f)
[
,2 ]e -.\ II; ~ .2
X [I I( )r/2 + 21t- 2E(e-X + 2iF(;C) - I)+ s x ,y ,z,t
where
(4.77)
(4.78)
(4.79)
While the previous refractive index expression for a homogeneous medium is only valid
for low gain media, Eg. (4.77) does not have this restriction.
SUMMARY
With few constraints and approximations, we have reduced Maxwell's Equations to
a single wave equation for the electric field in a saturating medium such as a laser
amplifier. Gain and dispersion characteristics of several different types of laser media
have been reviewed. With the results of this chapter, several different matrix theories
may be derived.
CHAPTER V
LASER BEAMS IN OPTICAL SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
A complex optical system is a sequence of optical elements in which one or more of
the elements provides gain or loss to an input light beam. Gaussian transmission filters
(and Gaussian variable reflectivity mirrors) [22] [153] [155]-[159], exponential transmis-
sion filters (and exponential variable reflectivity mirrors) [138], homogeneous amplifiers
and absorbers [134], amplifiers (and absorbers) with a linear gain (loss) profile [17]
[138], and amplifiers (and absorbers) with a quadratic gain (loss) profile [I] [14] [145]
are all complex optical elements. Amplifiers and absorbers may be in the shape of a
wedge or lens [138]. A medium which may have both a quadratic gain and refractive
index profile is known as a complex lenslike medium [I] while a similar linearly profiled
medium is a complex prismlike medium [138].
Complex optical elements are often used in modern optical design. Gaussian vari-
able reflectivity mirrors have been used in C02 [214]-[216] and Nd:YAG [218] -[222]
lasers for LIDAR [223] and high power applications. High diffraction loss ("unstable
resonator") lasers are very stable against temperature fluctuations, external vibrations and
other mechanical perturbations [222], and mode-media instabilities [224]. Resonators
with Gaussian variable reflectivity mirrors have several of the advantages of conven-
tional high diffraction loss resonators without suffering from poor mode quality. In the
past, a disadvantage of variable reflectivity mirrors has been poor power handling charac-
teristics. However, increased interest in the field has spawned several novel variable
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reflectivity mirror designs which are simple and have a high damage threshold [225].
To some extent, every laser possesses some sort of gain profile and is thus a com-
plex optical system. This effect is well documented for longitudinally pumped electron-
impact-excited gas lasers which inevitably have a radial current distribution, and thus a
radial gain profile [226]. Lasers which are optically pumped with a nonuniform field such
as a Gaussian beam also possess nonuniform gain distributions [227]. Pump absorption
in the laser amplifier also leads to an inhomogeneous gain profile. Gain profiles are also
present in solid with nonuniform ion-doping and may exist in liquid lasers with inhomo-
geneous dye molarity. Many semiconductor lasers also possess transverse gain distribu-
tions. The subject of gain profiled media has been recently reviewed [228]. Though the
existence of nonuniform transverse gain in laser amplifiers is often inevitable, the effect
may sometimes be exploited in modern optical system design. For example, in high gain
Xe and He-Xe lasers [1] and subsequently in double heterostructure GaAs lasers [229],
the transverse gain profile has been used to simplify resonator design.
Lasers with Gaussian variable reflectivity mirrors and transverse gain profiles are
only two examples of the plethora of complex Gaussian beam optical systems.
Omnipresent misalignment effects in these systems have long been of interest as minute
misalignments can have drastic effects on a laser's output [230]. Previously, numerical
methods have been used to examine misalignment effects. Analytical techniques have
also been of interest since it was found that a Gaussian beam is an eigenmode even of
misaligned complex optical systems, and solutions were found using a complicated dif-
fraction integral on an ad hoc basis [230] [231]. The analysis was later generalized to
include higher-order modes [232].
Basically, ray matrix techniques may not be used to analyze these complex optical
systems, and thus the purpose of this chapter is to generalize the Gaussian beam matrix
method to include misaligned, complex optical systems.
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Optical transfer matrix techniques are typically derived from Maxwell's equations.
In the previous chapter, Maxwell's equations were reduced to wave Eq. (4.59) which
with K(Z) =ko (z) is
a2\{J + a2iJi + a2\{J _ 2ik aiJi _ [k k' _ k'2/4 + i dko ] \{J =ax2 ay 2 az2 0 C5Z 0 dz
_v[ [2(ko - k'Il)V(ko - k'll) + i wllVa] . iJi]
k} - ko k' + k'2/4 + i wlla
'k [[2(ko - k'Il)V(ko - k'll) + i wllVa] . iJi] i
+ 10k? k k' k'21A . 7{r - '0 +. l'-t + I wlla ~
+ 1...[_. (k _ k'll) ak' + _1_ [ak'] 2_ ko - k'll a2k'] iJi
W loT 4w T 2w at 2
[
2i(k}-kok'+k'2/4) 2(k k'll)ak']aiJi+ -110' + - - - ----.:- ~
,.... W w2 0 at at
(5.1 )
In the next section, approximations and constraints are used to reduce this wave equation
to a simpler form.
APPROXIMATIONS OF THE WAVE EQUATION
The wave Eq. (5.1) is extremely general and applies to a wide range of situations
encountered in practice. However, under typical operating conditions, this wave equa-
tion is unnecessarily complicated and it may be simplified substantially. The purpose of
this section is use approximations and constraints to reduce the wave Eq. (5.1) to a
simpler form while retaining the essential physics of laser beam propagation.
The vector \{J contains three components which are coupled through Eq. (5.1), If
(5.2)
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the medium in which the light beam propagates is homogeneous, then the vector cou-
pIing terms in Eq. (5.1) vanish. However, these coupling terms are often negligible even
in inhomogeneous media. In particular, if
-2'1' [ Vk,; ij>] «lk2ij>1
then the scalar approximation may be used [49] [233] - [235]. Qualitatively, if the refrac-
tive index (or gain) varies negligibly in the distance of a wavelength of the optical signal,
then Eq. (5.1) reduces to
d2\}l + d2lJ1 + d2\}l _ 2ik dlJl _ [k k' _ k '2/4 + i dko ] \jJ =
dx2 dy 2 dz2 0 dZ 0 T
+ 1.- [-i (k _ k'l2) dk' + _1_ [dk'] 2 _ ko - k'l2 d2k'] \}l
00 0 dt 400 dt 200 dt 2
[
2i(k}-kok'+k'2/4) 2 (k k'l2)dk'] dlJl
+ -lla + 00 - 002 0 - dt (Jf
[
k} - kok' + k '2/4 + i OOlla] d2lJ1
+ 002 dt 2 . (5.3)
The scalar approximation has greatest validity for the two dominant transverse com-
ponents [14]. However, the longitudinal component of the electric field can be obtained
from, for example, Gauss's law for the electric field. Similarly, the magnetic field can be
obtained from the electric field using Faraday's law. It should be emphasized that if the
complex propagation "constant" is really constant (Le., space independent), then the cou-
piing term is identically zero, and no approximation has been made. In either case the
equations become uncoupled and can be solved separately. In this scalar approximation,
it is therefore possible to define a propagation constant that is different for each of the
two rectangular field components, and this is a common way to accollnt for media aniso-
tropy [161].
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One of the more useful properties of laser light is its small beam divergence, and
most laser designs produce low divergence light. For such light beams it is appropriate
to make the paraxial approximation [154] [236]:
a [a'll] «2ik a'lldZ dZ adZ (5.4)
The paraxial approximation is distinct, though consistent with the scalar approximation.
In particular, the scalar approximation is valid when the material properties do not vary
in the distance of a wavelength, while the paraxial approximation is valid when the
derivative of the complex amplitude of the electric field does not have any significant
variation in the distance of a wavelength. With the paraxial approximation, the wave
equation is reduced to
a2'¥ + a2'Ji _2ik a'll _ [k k' _ k'2/4 + i dkO ] 'Ji =ax 2 ay2 °dZ (} T
+ 1.- [-i (k _ k'(2) ak' + _1_[ ak'] 2 _ ko - k'!2 a2k'] 'Ji
00 (} dt 400 dt 200 at 2
[
2i(k}-k()k'+k'~/4) 2 (k k'(2)ak'] a'Ji+ -II a + - - - ----,;- ----,;-
t-" 00 002 () at at
[
k} - ko k' + k'~/4 + i OOlla] a2'Ji
+ 002 at 2 .
Under certain conditions, the paraxial approximation may be avoidable [237] [238].
(5.5)
Just as we do not expect the material properties to vary in the distance of a
wavelength (so we use the scalar approximation), we also do not expect the material pro-
perties to vary in the time of an optical cycle. If this is the case,
(5.6)
and the wave Eq. (5.5) reduces to
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Similar to the previous approximation, in all but the most extreme conditions,
and the wave equation reduces further:
d2tp + d2\Ji -2ik dtp -[k k'_k'2/4+idkO]tp=2[_ik dk']tpdx 2 dy 2 °dZ ° T (j) oT
[
2i(kJ-kok' +k'2/4)] dtp [kJ-kok' +k'2/4+i(j)~O'] d2\Ji
+ -~O' + (j) T + (j)2 afT
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
In optical system design, the conductivity of any individual component is small so that
the skin depth [8 =(n! ~O')-1j2] is much larger than a wavelength. In this case
k 20'« ()
~(j)
and the wave equation becomes
d2tp + d2\Ji _ 2ik dtp _ [k k' _ k'2/4 + i dk() ] \Ji =2 [-ik dk'] tpdX 2 dy2 °dZ () T (j) (}T
+ [2i(kJ -ko k' +k'2/4)] dtp + [kJ-kok' +k'2/4 ] d2\Ji .
(j) T (j)2 dt 2
(5.10)
(5.11 )
Consistent with the paraxial approximation and the scalar approximation we consider
only media with slow temporal and transverse spatial variations, so that
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(5.12)
The wave equation reduces to
(5.13)
The temporal analogy to the paraxial approximation is
(5.14)
With this approximation dl.fi/dt is not allowed to vary on the time scale of an optical
cycle. The wave Eq. (5.13) becomes
a2\}I a21.fi -2'k al.fi _ [k k' .dkO ]HJ=2[_·k dk']rn [2i(k}-k(}k')] a\p
ax 2 + ay2 1 () dZ ° + 1(fZ T ro 1 ()~ T + ro ~
(5.15)
Since we have made the scalar approximation, the wave equation has become three
uncoupled scalar equations, and the substitution
I.fi(x ,y,2,t) == ",(x ,y,2,t )[(coss)~ + (sins)~,] (5.16)
reduces the vector wave equation to a scalar equation. In this case, the scalar wave equa-
tion is
ft + ft _2ik ~ _ [k k' + i dk()] =2 [-ik ak'] + [2i(k} - k(}k,)]~
ax 2 ay2 0 -aT () (fZ '" ro ()~ '" ro -at
(5.17)
Similar, but more drastic than the approximation in Eq. (5.6), if '" does not vary in an
optical cycle, then the wave equation becomes
ft+ a2W_2ik [~+ k() ~]-[k k'+i dko _ 2ik(} ak'] =0
ax 2 ay2 () CJZ ro (Jf () (fZ ro ~ '" . (5.18)
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There are two different methods employed in understanding pulsed laser beam
behavior - the frequency domain method and the time domain method. Usually, disper-
sion characteristics of optical materials is specified in the frequency domain. Thus, time
domain analysis requires that a Fourier transform of the wave equation, specification of
the gain and index of the medium in terms of frequency, inverse Fourier transforming the
equation, and finally solving the resulting equation. To simplify this process, the propa-
gation constants in the frequency-dependent Fourier transformed equation are often
series expanded in frequency, so that the resulting inverse transformed equation is only
second-order in time.
For the following discussion, only nondispersive nonsaturating media are con-
sidered. Even for this restricted case, for arbitrary variations of the complex propagation
constant, it is difficult to obtain exact analytic solutions of the paraxial wave Eq. (5.18).
However, analytic solutions of Eq. (5.18) can be found under a wide variety of conditions
if the propagation constant is Taylor series expanded in the transverse directions keeping
only constant, linear, and quadratic terms:
k'(x ,y ,z,t) =k 2r (z)X 2+k2y(Z)y2 +k 21 (z)t 2
+ kxy (z )xy + kx, (z )xt + ky, (z )yt + k Ix (z)x + k 1y (z)y + k II (z)t (5.19)
The idea of a series expansion is consistent with the requirement of slow temporal and
transverse spatial variations given in approximation Eq. (5.12).
With these approximations and constraints, the solution of the wave Eqo (5.18) with
the propagation constant given in Eqo (5.19) is
'V(x ,y ,z ,t) = 'V'(x ,y ,z ,t)exp{-i [Q2r(Z)X 2/2 + Q2y(Z )y2/2 + Q21(z)t 212
+ Qxy(z)xy + QXI(Z)Xt + Qyl(z)yt +Slx(Z)X +Sly(Z)y +SII(Z)t +P(z)]J(5020)
where the z-dependent parameters are chosen so that
Q 2 Q 2 k aQx k k - 0x + xy + o----c:JZ + 0 2r-
2Qx QXI + 2QyI Q.\}' + 2ko a~~rl + kokXI =0
2Qy Qyl + 2QxI Q.\}' + 2ko (J~;'I + kokYI =0
k asr kl . ko k 02Qx Sx + 2Qxy Sy + 2 0 dt + 2(j)Qxl + kok Ix - 21 00 xl =
2k asv 2kl Q k k 2' ko k 02QySy + 2Qxy Sx + '0 dZ + (j) yl + 0 'ly - ' 00 yl =
2k (Jp S 2 S 2 2ki S 2' ko k . Q Q - 0o dZ + x + y + (j) 1- ' 00 11 + I ( x + y)-
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(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
and that W'(x ,y ,Z ,t) is a constant for the fundamental mode considered here. Rather than
consider specific solutions to these ordinary differential equations, our emphasis will be
on the frequency domain method for solution of Eq. (5.18).
GAUSSIAN BEAMS IN CURVED COMPLEX LENSLIKE MEDIA
In this section, the frequency domain method is used to study Gaussian laser beams
in curved complex lenslike media. In the frequency domain, the frequency dependence
of the gain and refractive index of the medium in which the light beam propagates is
assumed to be known. This frequency dependence was reported for several broad classes
of lasers.
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For frequency domain analyses, pure temporal sinusoids are examined individually.
Thus, only optical media for which kX1 = 0 and kY1 = 0 are considered. For simplicity
only, we also consider only those optical elements which do not twist so that kxy =O. A
more general treatment that includes twisting lenslike media is given in Ref. 14. Under
these conditions, the propagation constant has the form
I I
k(x ,y ,z) =ko (z) - [k 2x (z)X 2+ k 2y (z)y2 + k lx(Z)X + k ly(Z)y]/2 . (5.31 )
With this total propagation constant, the continuous wave solutions to the wave Eq.
(5.18) may be obtained with the substitution
\II(X ,y ,z) =\II'(x ,y ,z )exp{-i [Qx (z)x 2/2 + Qy(z)y 2/2 + Sx (z)x + Sy (z)y]) (5.32)
with the following definitions for the z-dependent parameters:
Q 2 k aQr(z) k kx (z ) + 0 (z ) dz +'0 (z) '2r (z ) =0
Q ( )S () k ( ) asv (z) ko (z)k I)' (z) - 0v Z v Z + oZ d + 2 -.
.. z
The resulting differential equation is
a2 '. a' a2 '. a '~ -21(Sr + QrX)~ +~2 -2!(Sy +QyY)~
aX .. ax ay -aT
(5.33)
(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
- (S 2 S 2) , - . (Q Q)' - 2'k .ilii - .dko ' - 0 (5.37)x + y \II I x + y \II I 0dT 1l7Z\II - .
Equation (5.37) may be simplified substantially for fundamental mode propagation. In
particular, if \II'(x ,y ,z) =exp[-iP (z)] then the phase parameter equation becomes
2ko(Z)a~~Z) +S}(z)+S/(z)+i(Q\.(z)+Qy(z))=O, (5.38)
an ordinary differential equation.
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The complex propagation constant in Eq. (5.31) may be used to represent media that
may have both a quadratic transverse refractive index profile and a quadratic transverse
gain profile. The center of the both the gain profile and the index profile may be different
and each may vary differently with axial distance. This may be seen by rewriting Eq.
(5.31) as
k(x,y,z) ={PO + Ptx + Ptv _ ~[x + P1.r]2 _ ~[v + Ply ]2}~~2 ~ 2'%
+ lIXO + lXI, +~ _ IX2, [x +~]2 _ a2v [v + ~]2}{5'39)1 8a2r 8a2y 2 2a2r 2· 2a2y
J[ ar.r atv] a2r 2 a2v I?}+1ao + 8a2r + 8a2y - -2-[X - dxal - 2[Y - (yal- ,(5.40)
where each of the a and the Pterms are in general z-dependent. The centers of the index
profile dxp and dyp, and the centers of the gain profile dxa and dya are related to the gain
and index coefficients by the relations
dxp(z) = P1.r(z)2P2r(Z) ,
dyp(z) = PIv(z)2P2y (z) ,
dxa(z) = <X!x(z)2a2r (z) ,
(5.41 )
(5.42)
(5.43)
(5.44)
In a similar way, Eq. (5.32) may be rewritten as an off-axis Gaussian beam:
iQ . [ S.]2 Q. [ S.]2 [S 2 S2 ]}, Xl Xl ~ )'l Xl )'l\j/(X ,y ,2 ) =\j/ (X ,y ,2 )ex -2- X - Qxi + 2 Y - Qyi - 2Qxi + 2Qyi
{ .r Qxr [ Sxr ] 2 Qvr [ S"r] 2 [SX7- S}~. ]]}X exp -/ -- X - -- + -=.L.:- Y _.......L:..- - - +--2 Qxr 2 Qyr 2Qxr 2Qyr
_ ' J I 2 2 [SX1 S)~ ]}
- \j/ (X ,y ,2 )ex,Qxi (X - Cxa) !2 + Qyi (y - dya ) !2 - 2Qxi + 2Qyi
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(5.45)
(5.46)J .[ 2 2 [s.a. Sv7' ]]}X ex,-/ Qxr (X - (frp) !2 + Qyr (y - dyp ) !2 - 2Qxr + 2Qyr .
Here, and everywhere after, the rand i subscripts are meant to denote the real and ima-
ginary parts of a complex function, respectively. The center of the beam amplitude on
the x-axis, d.ra , and the y-axis, dya , and the center of the beam phase on the x-axis, dxp ,
and the y-axis, dyp , are related to the beam parameters and the displacement parameters
by the relations
d.ra (2) =-Sxi (z )/Qxi (2) ,
d.\]J (z ) =-Sxr (z )/Q\T (z) .
(5.47)
(5.48)
Equations (5.33) and (5.34) are beam parameter equations, and Qx and Qy are
known as beam parameters. Each of these two equations are uncoupled and can be solved
independently. Since the forms of Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35) for the beam's parameters in
the x-direction are identical to those of Eqs. (5.34) and (5.36), the beam's parameters in
the y-direction, then for every equation written for the x-direction, there is a correspond-
ing equation for the y-direction. Thus, though only x-direction equations are written,
astigmatism is accounted for. The Gaussian beam's lie electric field amplitude spotsize
and radius of phase front curvature at a l1at plane are related to the beam parameter by
the following relation:
Q () ~o . 2
x z = R (z) - I 2()
x Wx Z
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(5.49)
The wavenumber ~o =21t1l0 f)... where 110 is the refractive index of the medium, and 'A is
the wavelength of the laser beam.
Equation (5.35) is sometimes called the displacement parameter equation, and Sx is
likewise known as the displacement parameter. Equation (5.35) is also uncoupled and
can be solved independently once its corresponding beam parameter equation has been
solved. The displacement parameter is related to the more physically pertinent beam
amplitude center and the beam phase center through Eqs. (5.47) and (5.48). Equations
(5.47) and (5.48) may be inverted and combined to yield
Sx (z ) =-Qxr (z )dxp (z ) - iQxi (z )d.w (z ) (5.50)
As the displacement of the amplitude center represents the position of a Gaussian
beam, the slope of a Gaussian beam can be obtained by taking a z-derivative of the beam
position given in Eq. (5.47) and substituting Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35). In the x-direction the
slope is found to be
dd.m U2r [ I - U'A.Qn./Qxi ] Qrr
----:-c- =--Q. (dra - d.m ) + 1 1:. (d.w - dxp)--rr- 'az XI + U Po
= U2x w} ( I - I ) [I + U'A.1tmv}/('ARx ) j[d.w - dX[1 ]
? {xa {.m + I? R'
- +ut. x
where u'A. == uoJ13o' and the z-dependences have been suppressed for readability.
(5.51 )
(5.52)
Equa-
tion (5.52) is written in this form to reduce to Eq. 14 of Ref. 17 when U2x =0 and a:A. =O.
In this way, the beam slope is related to the phase center of a Gaussian beam. Equation
(5.50) can therefore be rewritten
s, ~ -Q"<I,,, +~" 1_ ~:Q::/Q" [<I;" + ~~; [<,," -<I",]] - iQxid", (553)
where d\:1 == ddxa/dz. Often, the input and output planes are chosen to be in a homogcnc-
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ous dielectric medium (or freespace), and at these locations Eq. (5.53) reduces to
S.\, =-Qx d,ra + Bo d.:a . (5.54)
The goal now is to sol ve the above equations Eqs. (5.33) - (5.36) and express the
results in terms of beam matrices. This is achieved by making the Ricatti substitution,
into Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35) which may now be expressed as
d [ dUx]
-r: ko(z)--r- +k2r (z)u r (z)=0 ,az az '
-#z [ux(z )Sx (Z)] =-'12k Ix (z )ux(z) .
(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)
As a linear homogeneous second order differential equation, Eq. (5.56) has solutions that
may be written as a linear combination of two independent functions:
/Ix (z ) =Ax (z )ux (0) + Bx (z )/1.:(0) .
The derivative may be written in a similar form:
Ii.:(z) =c'r (z )ux (0) + Dx (z )u.:(0) .
(5.58)
(5.59)
By taking the z-derivative of Eq. (5.58), it follows that in material media Cx (z) =dA.Jdz
and Dx (z) =dB,Jdz. By substituting Eqs. (5.58) and (5.59) into Eq. (5.56), and using the
fact that Ax (z) and Bx (z) are linearly independent, it follows that
(5.60)
(5.61)
These results may be used, for example, to show that the z-derivativc of the product of
ko (z) and the Wronskian, Ax (z )Dx (z) - Bx (z )Cx (z), is zero, from which it follows that
Ax (z )Dx (z) - Bx (z )Cx (z) = ~:; ~~~ , (5.62)
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where ko (0) and ko (z) are the axial complex propagation constants at the input plane and
output plane, respectively.
Equation (5.57) may be integrated directly, and using Eq. (5.58) it can be seen that
II, (z )Sx (z )~II, (O)S, (0) - [II1k Ix (z ')Ax(z ')dz }'x (0) - [y,1k Ix (z ')8., (z ')dz }I.:(0). (5.63)
If we define
(5.64)
(5.65)
then Eqs. (5.58), (5.59), and (5.63) can be written in a new "Generalized Beam Matrix"
form:
Ux(z ) Ax(z) Bx(z) 0 Ux(0)
[Qx (z )/ko (z )]ux(z) = Cx(z) Dx(z) 0 [Qr (O)/ko (0) ]ux(0) (5.66)
Sx (z )ux(z) Gx(z) Hx(z) I Sx (O)ux (0)
where Eq. (5.55) has also been used. In SI units, the dimension of Bx (z) is meters, the
dimensions of Cx(z) and Gx(z) are per meter, and Ax (z), Dx (z), and Hx(z) are dimen-
sionless.
The three rows of the matrix Eq. (5.66) represent three equations. It follows by
dividing the second equation by the first that
Qx (z) _ Cx(z) + Dx(z )Qx (O)/ko (0)
ko (z) - Ax (z) + Bx(z )Qx (O)/ko (0) (5.67)
This is the Kogelnik Transformation [144]. The beam parameter Qr is related to the
light beam's spotsize and radius of curvature through Eq. (5.49). In a similar manner, the
third equation divided by the first equation in Eq. (5.66) yields a new law analogous to
the Kogelnik transformation:
s (z) = Sx (0) + Gx (z) + Hx (z )Qx (O)/ko (0)
x Ax (z) +Bx (z )Qx (O)/ko (0) Ax (z) + Bx (z )Qx (O)/ko (0)
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(5.68)
For aligned optical systems, Gx = 0 and Hx = 0 and Eg. (5.68) reduces to a transforma-
tion derived previously [16]. In the appendix of Ref. 138 it is shown that when the gen-
eralized beam matrix elements are purely real (i.e. for lossless optical systems), the pro-
pagation characteristics may be described in terms of a generalized ray matrix. Once the
generalized beam matrix is known, the procedure to propagate a Gaussian beam's posi-
tion, slope, spotsize, and phase front curvature involves the use of the intermediate com-
plex parameters Qx and Sx which may be obtained from Egs. (5.49) and (5.53), respec-
tively. The output beam parameter, Qr (z), and the output displacement parameter,
Sx (z), may be obtained from Egs. (5.67) and (5.68). The Gaussian beam's output param-
eters of interest may then be obtained from Egs. (5.49) and (5.53).
As a specific example of a generalized beam matrix, a complex lenslike medium
where ko (z) =ko and k 2r (z) =k 2r is considered. In this case, Eg. (5.56) is easily solved,
and the corresponding generalized beam matrix is
TcollIplex lel/sUke llIediulIl =
cos()\z)
-Yrsin()\z)
Yr-'sin(Yr Z )
cos(Yr z )
o
o
, (5.69)
where Egs. (5.64) and (5.65) have been used as has the definition
(5.70)
For z-independent k() and k 2r , the Gx(z) and Hx(z) integrations in Eg. (5.69) may be
obtained for arbitrarily curved media by Taylor series expanding k Ix (z) and applying
successive integration by parts and noting Egs. (5.60), (5.61). Though this procedure to
propagate an off-axis Gaussian beam in a curved complex lenslike medium is straightfor-
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ward, the usefulness of the generalized beam matrices is amplified by it's application to
more complicated systems of optical elements, which is considered in the next section.
GAUSSIAN BEAMS IN OPTICAL SYSTEMS
In the previous section, generalized beam matrices were introduced and the general-
ized beam matrix for a curved complex lenslike medium was identified. The purpose of
this section is to identify generalized beam matrices for several other optical elements
and apply the matrix method to optical systems. To encourage analogies, optical ele-
ments are divided into three classes: non-profiled, linearly-profiled, and quadratically-
profiled. Non-profiled optical elements such as homogeneous media possess no phase
variation or amplitude transmission variation in either of the transverse directions. Simi-
larly, linearly-profiled optical elements are linear in the transverse variations of their
complex propagation constants. Prisms and tilted mirrors are familiar examples of
linearly-profiled optics. In the same manner, lenses and spherical mirrors (which are
approximately parabolic) are examples of quadratically-profiled optical elements.
For a system of optical elements, it is sensible to designate the various reference
planes numerically. In particular, the generalized beam matrix may be written
llx2 Ax Bx 0 Uxl
(Qx21k(J2}llx 2 ex Dx 0 (Qx llko 1)Ux 1 (5.71 )
Sx 211x2 Gx Hx I Sxlllxl
where the" I" and "2" subscripts represent the input and output parameters of the optical
element or system, respectively. As solutions to the differential equations discussed in
the previous section require, the bottom, rightmost element of the generalized beam
matrix is unity. However, since the observable beam properties exist only as ratios of 11.\,
Qxko-1llx, and Sxllx, these observables are unchanged if the beam matrix is multiplied by
any nonzero z-dependent function. Thus, if the bottom, rightmost element is initially
nonzero, the generalized beam matrix may be scaled to make it unity. However, there
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may exist certain peculiar matrices where the bottom, rightmost element is zero. In this
case the output position and slope of the Gaussian beam would be independent of the
input position and slope. Though it is straightforward to extend the results below to
account for this effect, this possibility is excluded from further consideration here.
As before, the Kogelnik transformation is obtained by dividing the second row of
Eg. (5.71) by the first row:
Qx2 _ C.r + Dx Qx Iiko 1
ko 2 - Ax + Bx Qx l/ko I
(5.72)
The displacement transformation is obtained by dividing the third row of Eg. (5.71) by
the first row:
S.d + Gx +Hx Qx Ilko I
Sr 2 = B Q /k A B Q /k
. Ax + x x I 0 I x + x x I '0 I
(5.73)
An alternate, but redundant transformation may be obtained either by dividing the second
row ofEg. (5.71) by the third row, or by dividing Eg. (5.73) by Eg. (5.72).
As is typical in transfer matrix methods, system analysis merely consists of matrix
multiplication of the individual elements in reverse order. Though the procedure to
obtain the generalized beam matrix for any medium described by Eg. (5.31) has been
shown above, the only generalized beam matrix derived thus far represents a complex
lenslike medium. Since the value of Yx and the variation of k Ix in Eg. (5.69) are arbi-
trary, it is straightforward to analyze optical systems which consist only of piecewise
continuous curved complex lenslike media with these different properties. In the limit of
small 'Yx' an arbitrarily curved complex lenslike medium is a special case of a complex
prismlike medium. For arbitrary variations of ko(z) and kl(z), Eqs. (5.56), (5.64), and
(5.65) are simply integrals since k2x (z) =0, and the matrix for a complex prismlike
medium is
1
Tcomplex prismlike medium = 0
d
-V2Jk Ix (z )dz
d
Jko (0)ko- 1(Z: )dz
ko (0)ko- 1(:1.)
d 1 :
-V2Jk l.r (z)lo (0)ko-1(z')dz'dz .
o
o
1
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(5.74)
with respect to the optic axis.
When k Ix (z) =0 and ko is constant, Eq. (5.74) this reduces to the 'generalized beam
I
matrix for a homogeneous medium.
Axis Transformation
The matrix representations for several nonprofiled optical elemen~s are well known,
i
and are listed in the first two sections of Table VI. However, the bmmdary matrix and
axial medium matrix are generalized here so that the low nonsaturating gain per
wavelength approximation is not made [134]. Small tilts of an optical dement or system
of elements may be accounted for by the use of a z-axis transformation (see for example
[239]). Thus, the purpose of this subsection is to derive the generalized beam matrix for
two optical elements. The first "axis transformation" changes the pos:ition and slope of
the optic axis. The second beam matrix is for an aligned IJptical system which is tilted
I
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TABLE VI
GENERALIZED BEAM MATRICES FOR NON·PROFILED ELEMENTS
Optical
Medium
Homogeneous
Meaium
Aligned
MIrror
Aligned
Boundary
Retro-
reflector
Axial
Medium
Axis
Transformation
MisalUilled
ABel)
G=>
H=>
Generalized Beam Matrix
Tangential Plane (x)
[
-1 0 O~o -I 0
o 0 I
d
I k,,(O)!k(;-I(Z)dz 0
o k,,(O)k,;-I(d) 0
o 0 I
Generalized Beam Matrix
Sagittal Plane (y)
[i b?]
[i b ?]
[i k" l~k"2 ?]
[
-1 0 ojo -I 0
o 0 I
The axis transformation matrix represents one of a class of thin optical elements. In
optical systems in which the media at the input and the output are identical, many of
these thin optical elements have the property that A =D = I, B =O. Therefore, for any
such optical element, the displacement parameter transformation Eg. (5.73) reduces to
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(5.75)
and the Kogelnik transformation Eq. (5.72) reduces to
(5.76)
To examine the effects of this transformation on the position and slope of a Gaussian
beam, Eqs. (5.50) and (5.76) are substituted into Eq. (5.75) and the result is separated
into real and imaginary parts. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the media at
the input and output of the system are freespace. It then follows from Eqs. (5.47) and
(5.48) that
(5.77)
(5.78)
where, as before, the rand i subscripts represent the real and imaginary parts of the
complex quantity, respectively. The phase and amplitude displacements are related to
the beam slope from Eqs. (5.51). When the input and output media are freespace, Eqs.
(5.51) reduce to
, Qrrd.w =(d.w - dXfI )-rr--
Po
Combining Eqs. (5.76)-(5.79) yields
, [ C.\T Qx 1i - Cxi Qx 1I' ] If.l.'d.w2 = Q. +~ C. (d.wI-HxrtPo)+d.ml
x II 0 XI
+ Grr - Hxi Qx li!l3o _ [Qx II' + ~o Cxr] Gxi + Hxi Q.\ Ir!l3o
~o Q.di + ~() Cxi ~o
(5.79)
(5.80)
This equation used with Eq. (5.77) is useful for determining the effects of a thin clement
on the position and slope of a Gaussian beam. As an example, the Gaussian aperture is
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considered. For an undisplaced aligned Gaussian aperture, Gx = 0, Hx = 0, and
Cx =-2iJ130 Wg~l.r where wga •r is the width of the aperture. In this case Egs. (5.77) and
(5.80) reduce to
d ' Rxi
1(wx Ilwga.r)Z I d'
xa 2 = I ( f )2 c.m I + xa I ,+ Wxl Wga •r
(5.81 )
(5.82)
respectively. Eguation (5.81) has been previously derived [22]. From Egs. (5.81) and
(5.82) it follows that a calibrated Gaussian aperture may be used to obtain a beam's
phase front CUivature and spotsize by merely measuring beam positions and slopes.
When Cx =0, the Gaussian beam's spotsize and radius of curvature remain
unchanged and Egs. (5.77) and (5.80) take on simpler forms:
I - I Gxi H.rr Qx Ir H xiCxa 2- C.wl- -Q - -n- - -Q. -n- '
xli Po xii Po
(5.83)
I , - I' Gxr Q,dr Gxi [I QX1r1 QxliHxi (5.84){xa 2 - Cxa I + -n- - -Q. --r:r- - + -Q2 . A 2
Po .t II Po x-11 Po
If Gx is real and H.r =0, then the slope is changed while the position remains unaltered.
This slope change may occur due to the presence of an optical element, or due to a
redefinition of the optic axis. Similarly, if H.\. is real and Gx =0, then the position is
altered while the slope remains unchanged. These operations may be written
d.w 2 ={~w I + Xo , (5.85)
(5.86)
where the displacement of the optical element, XO , and the slope of the optical element,
tanex , are strictly real. These two operations may be combined into a single matrix using
Egs. (5.83) and (5.84) with real G r and Hx ' and the generalized beam matrix for this
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optical element is
I 0 0
T(Lris trw/sformation.r = 0 I 0
~o tanex -~oXo I
(5.87)
Since the matrix elements are real, this generalized beam matrix may also be derived by
using Egs. (5.85) and (5.86) together with the generalized ray matrix conversion formulas
Eqs. (AI3) and (AI4) in the appendix. However, it should be emphasized that the ray
matrix techniques may not be used for complex-valued matrices, and could not be used,
for example, to derive Egs. (5.81) and (5.82).
The axis transformation matrix Eq. (5.87) may be used to obtain the generalized
Gaussian beam matrix for a tilted optical system which would otherwise be representable
by an ordinary complex ABCD matrix. The methodology consists of postmultiplying the
ABCD matrix to tilt the optic axis, and premultiplying the ABCD matrix to transform the
optic axis back to its original position and slope [239]. The difference of the position of
the axis at the output from that at the input is L sinex where L is the length and ex is the
tilt angle of the ABCD system. The matrix for an aligned system with a global tilt angle
of eis:
Ttilted ABCD .r
I 0 0 Ax B.\. 0 I 0 0
= 0 I 0 Cx Dx 0 0 I 0 (5.88)
Po tanex -~o (xo+L sinex ) I 0 0 I -~o tanex ~oxo I
Ax Ex 0
= Cx Dx 0 .(5.89)
~o [(Ax-I )tanex-C.J"l:o+Lsinex )] ~o [Bxtanex-DxL sinex+( I-Dr )xo] I
This result along with the axis transformation matrix Eg. (5.89) are included in Table VI.
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The above matrix allows for the analysis of paraxially tilted complex optical systems.
For example, the Gaussian beam matrix for a spherical mirror with curvature R has
Ax =Dx = I, Bx =0, Cx =-21R, and L =O. From Eq. (5.89), the generalized beam
matrix is
(5.90)
Linearly-Profiled Optical Elements
Generalized beam matrix representations for linearly-profikd optical elements are
found in this section. While the thin prism and exponential aperture are optical elements
linearly-profiled in complex phase, complex prismlike media are linearly-profiled in
complex propagation constant.
The generalized Gaussian beam matrix for the complex prismlike medium intro-
duced here is given by Eq. (5.74). The next optical element considered is an aperture
which has an exponential transmission or reflection profile. Since the exponential aper-
ture is a thin optical element, the output is just the input multiplied by the: exponential
transmission function. For an exponential of damping length wea.~' tilted at the small
angle ex, and offset by the distance xo , the output electric field is
{ E;eXP[-i(QxX212+Qyy212+SXX +SyY +P)]} =0111
{E(;eXP[-i (Q~x212 + Qyy 212 + Sxx + SyY + P )]}. exp[(x - Xo )/(wea .~cosex)] . (5.91)
//I
The output beam parameter, displacement parameter, and phase parameter llllay be found
in terms of the input conditions by equating terms in Eq. (5.91):
Qx2= Q~l , (5.92)
Sx2=Sxl + 1 8 '
Wga"tCOS x
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(5.93)
(5.94)
The generalized beam matrix for the exponential aperture for the x-direction may now be
obtained from Eqs. (5.72) and (5.73):
I 0 0
Texpollellt;a[ aperture"t = 0 I 0
i/(Wea "t cos8x ) 0 I
(5.95)
By our postulate, the exponential aperture varied only in the x-direction, and thus the
generalized beam matrix in the y-direction is the identity matrix. However, if the axis of
the aperture was not parallel to the x-direction, there would be a similar matrix for the y-
direction.
As an intermediate step to determining the generalized beam matrix for a thin
prism, the matrix for a tilted linear boundary between two homogeneous media is found.
The accumulated phase of a plane wave after propagating a distance Z >2' where 2' is the
position of a boundary between two media with propagation constants ko I and ko2 is
=Ei;l exp[-iko 22 ]exp[-i (ko 1 - ko 2)2 ']
(5.96)
(5.97)
Here, the boundary position is allowed to vary with transverse distance. The boun-
dary under consideration is linear in the xz -plane and is defined as being displaced from
the axis by an amount Xo ' Thus,
(5.98)
where ex is measured from the x-axis (toward the z-axis). Equation (5.98) may be com-
bined with Eq. (5.97), and it follows that
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{ E;eXP[-i(QxXZI2+QyyZI2+SXX +SyY +P)]} =
0111
{E;eXP[-i (Qxxzl2 + Qyy zl2 + Sxx + SyY + P )]}.
III
x exp[-ikozz ]exp[-i (ko I - koz)(x-xo)tan8x ]
Equating terms as before, the output phase parameter is
and the generalized beam matrix in the x-direction is
I 0 0
Tlillcar bOIl//(/(//)'.~= 0 ko(lkoz 0
(ko I - ko z)tan8x 0 I
(5.99)
(5.100)
(5.101)
(5.102)
The matrix for a simple prism may be obtained by combining two linear boundaries:
r
io ojT· . = 0 I 0
1/1/11 PI"ISIIl.~ (ko-~ait.)(tan8xz-tan8.d) 0 I .
The thin prism is allowed to have gain or loss (ko =~o + i fJ.o )' as are several of the sub-
sequent optical elements considered here. Thus, an amplifier (or absorber) wedge, for
example, is included in Eq. (5.102).
The final optical element considered in this subsection is the tilted (flat) mirror. The
tilted mirror has the same characteristic as Eq. (5.86), and thus the generalized beam
matrix is given by Eq. (5.87) with Xo =O. The results of this subsection are summarized
in first half of Table VII.
TABLE VII
GENERALIZED BEAM MATRICES FOR PROFILED ELEMENTS
liD
Optical
Medium
Prismlike
Medium
Tilted
Mirror
Tilted
Boundary
Thin
Prism
Exponential
Aperture
Lenslike
Mediulll
Spherical
Mirror
Spherical
Boundary
Thin
Lens
Gaussian
Aperture
Generalized Beam Matrix
Tangential Plane (x)
I lk" (O)k,;-I(Z )dz 0
o k" (O)k,;-I(eI) 0
-
1j21k, ,(Z)elZ -'I21k,xCZ)lk,,(O)k,;-'(1;)el1;elZ 1
[p"t~,." ! I]
[
I 0
o k" Ilk" 2(k" I - k" 2)tanO, 0
[<'" -p"" ,(,"i;,~t,,;, " !
[iA"'''?'''O'' ! I]
cos(y,eI) y;lsin(y,eI) 0
-y, sin(y, eI) cos(y, eI) 0
-1/21k I, (z )cos(y,z )elz -'/2y;'lk I,(Z )sin(y,z )elz I
Generalized Beam Matrix
Sagittal Plane (v)
11k" (O)k,;-I(Z )elz 0
o k,,(O)k,,-I(eI) 0
o 0 I
[i b ?]
[i "'6'''' I]
[I 00]010o 0 1
[
1 0 oj01
iI( II'", ,.I' cosO,. ) 0 I
[
cos,(y) d) y,~lsin(y,eI) 8J
-y, SIt1\y,. d) COS(J' d)
o . I
[
-2(R)OSO,t l ? 81
. o' 0 IJ
[0-1<" i,,,,'!R, "'0, t' '" '6'''' I]
[-(f""",!,,",0" )-, ! ?]
[-2i/(Ptr""l,,' ! ?]
III
Quadratically-Profiled Optical Elements
When Sx =0 the 3x3 matrix method reduces to the 2x2 method of Kogelnik. Thus,
for elements in which Gx =H.r =0, the Ax, Bx , ex, and Dx elements are the same as
those of conventional Gaussian beam optics. It is the purpose of this subsection to
extend the range of validity of these conventional optical elements so that they may be
displact:d, misaligneol, or curved.
The generalized beam matrix for a complex lenslike medium has been previously
derived, and is giveil in Eq. (5.69). The next optical element considered is an aperture
which has a Gaussian transmission or reflection profile. For a Gaussian aperture with lie
amplitude width Wgal.r tilted at an angle ex, and offset by the length xo ' the output elec-
tric field is
{ E;eXP[-i(Qx X 212 +, Qyy 212 +Sxx +SyY +P)]} =011I
{ EI;eXP[-i (Qxx212 + Qyy 212 + Sxx + SyY + P )]1.Jill
(5.103)
As before, the output beam parameter, displacement parameter, and phase parameter may
be found in terms of the input conditions by equating terms in Eq. (5.103):
S S . 2xox2 = x I + I 2 2 '
Wga.rCOS ex
(5.104)
(5.105)
(5.106)
Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that the medium surrounding the aperture
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is completely characterized by the relation k (x ,y ,z) =Pair' Under this condition, the
generalized beam matrix may be obtained from Egs. (5.72), (5.73), (5.104), and (5.105):
TGaussian aperllIre. x = -2i/(Pair Wg~ ",cos28x )
2ixoI(Wg~1 "' cos28x )
o 0
I 0
o I
(5.107)
There is a similar matrix governing the y -distribution of the fields.
Similar to the linear case, Eg. (5.97) may be used to obtain the matrix representation
of spatially nonlinear boundaries between complex media. In particular, the boundary of
interest here is initially assumed to be spherical so that
This may be rewritten as
[ [
2 '1]1/2]z' = - R I - I - x ;2v- .
(5.108)
(5.109)
(5.110)
Typically the extent of the beam is much smaller than the spherical radius of the boun-
dary, and Eg. (5.109) can approximately be written
, _ x 2 v2
Z -------2Rx 2Ry '
where the boundary is also allowed to be approximately paraboloidal. In writing Eg.
(5.108) it has been assumed that the boundary was aligned perpendicular to the axis.
More generally, it may be assumed that the boundary is rotated in the xz -plane and
translated with respect to x. In this case, an alternate coordinate system is of interest:
,
z,
x, =
V
'I
I 0 0 0
o I 0 xo
o 0 I 0
o 0 0 I
cos8x sin8x 0 "0 z"
-sin8x cos8x 0 0 x
"0 0 I 0 YI0 0 0 I
(5.111 )
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" cos8x -sin8x xosin8x ,z" 0 z,
x
" =
sin8x cos8x 0 -xocos8x x , (5.112)YI
0 0 I 0
>;0 0 0 I
In this coordinate system the boundary is aligned, and thus
" x"2 y"2
Z =----~-2Rx 2Ry '
Combining Egs. (5.110), (5.112) and (5.113) results in
'x2 [ xOCOS8x ] y2 [X}COS8x ]z =- 2R cos8x + tan8x + R x - 2R 8 - 2R + Xotan8xx x yCOS x x
where the approximation
(5.113)
(5.114)
(x - Xo )sin8x
Rx «I (5.115)
has been used to avoid twisting of the input beam and higher-order aberrations. Now Eg.
(5.114) may be combined with Eg. (5.97), and after some algebra it follows that
o
Tlpherica! bOIllIl!ary.t = (I-ko ,lk(2)Rx-1cos8x ko l/ko2
(ko l-k(J2}(tan8x+xoR.\:-lcos8x ) 0
o 0
Tlpherica! boundary,y = (I-ko (/ko2)(Rycos8xt' ko I/ko2 0
00 1
- p . 2 cos8x .. 8P 2 - ,- '\0 2R
x
- '\0 tan x
o
o ,
I
(5.116)
(5.117)
(5.118)
The beam matrices for a thin lens may be derived by combining two spherical boun-
dary matrices in the usual way, and it follows that
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0 0
Tthill fells,x = -Ia""i:);ve .r cos8x 1 0
-~oxola""i:);ve .rcos8x 0 1
0 0
Tthill fells.y = -ifactive .r cos8x )-1 I 0 ,
0 0 1
where
(5.119)
(5.120)
(5.121 )
The quantity ko'/ells =21tllo.fellsA-1 + i ao,lells is the complex propagation constant of the
lens material, and it may be noted that I active.r is therefore complex. When the lens is
made of a lossless dielectric, or when the low gain (or loss) per wavelength approxima-
tion is made, Iacti\oe.r becomes the usual focal length Ix. The results of this subsection
are summarized in the second half of Table VII.
Discussion
With the results from the previous section, one may model the propagation of a
Gaussian beam's spotsize, phase front curvature, position, and slope through an optical
system in which the elements may be misaligned and nonlossless. The general procedure
is begun by finding the input beam parameters Qr and Qy from Eq. (5.49) and the input
displacement parameters Sx and Sy from Eg. (5.53). However, in the usual case, the
beam is input in a homogeneous medium such as freespace, and the much simpler Eg.
(5.54) may be used instead of Eg. (5.53). The system matrix may be obtained by multi-
plying the matrix representation for each of the optical elements in the reverse of the
order they are encountered by the beam. These matrix representations are given in
Tables VI and VII. Once the system matrix and the input beam parameters have been
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obtained, the output beam parameters may be found from the Kogelnik Transformation
Eg. (5.72). Similarly, the output displacement parameters may be obtained from Eg.
(5.73). From the output beam parameters, the output spotsize and phase curvature may
be found from Eg. (5.49). Finally, the beam's output position and slope may be obtained
from Eg. (5.54).
The above procedure may be made more transparent for those familiar with Gaus-
sian beam matrix theory if the following analogies are noted:
Qx f-~ Sx
Qr = ~o -i~ f-~ Sx =-Qxd.w + Pod.\~(/
x Wr
Qx2 _ C.r + Dx Qx I/ko I f-~ S - Sx 1 + Gx + Hx Qr I/ko Iko2 - Ax + Bx Qx I/ko1 x2- Ax + BxQxl/ko I Ax + BxQxlko [
Thin Lens f-~ Thin Prism
Gaussian Aperture f-~ Exponential Aperture
Spherical Mirror f-~ Tilted Flat Mirror
Complex Lenslike Medium f-~ Complex Prismlike Medium.
There is no analytical matrix representation for a complex lenslike medium which is
arbitrary tapered and curved. However, it is possible to obtain the matrix representation
for complex lenslike media with several specific tapering and curvature functions. To
obtain the matrix representation for such an optical element, the complete complex pro-
pagation constant must first be found. In general, the curvature of the gain axes [Egs.
(5.43) and (5.44)] may be different from the curvature of the index of refraction axes
[Egs. (5.41) and (5.42)]. In any case, Eg. (5.40) is useful to obtain the propagation con-
stant. Once the propagation constant is known, differential Egs. (5.56) and (5.57) must
be solved. If exact analytic solutions [79] [132] are not readily obtained, WKB approxi-
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mation techniques [79], solution-generating methods [132], series expansions, piecewise
approximation techniques [81], propagation constant approximations [81], or numerical
methods [78] may be used. The solutions to Eq. (5.56) must be put into the form of Eg.
(5.58) to obtain Ax, Ay , B.n and By. The remaining elements Gx , Gy , Hx' and Hy are
obtained from the integrals in Eqs. (5.64) and (5.65).
The matrices in Tables VI and VII are also generalized from previous similar tables
of beam matrices in that the possibility of media with high nonsaturating gain per
wavelength are included. Thus the complex propagation constant ko (ko = ~o + i Cf.(}) is
used instead of the symboln for index of refraction, as is common.
As an example of the formalism, the transmission characteristics of an exponential
aperture having the matrix shown in Table VII are examined. Because of the simplicity
of the matrix, Eqs. (5.49) and (5.54) may be combined into Eqs. (5.83) and (5.84), which
immediately reduce to
1 1 W?lCxll 2=C Xl/1 + 2 .
Wca •r
, , wx~
d.w 2 =d.w I + -;;:2--;;;R'--:":"":""--
x lWea •r
(5.122)
(5.123)
where W ca •r is the damping width of the exponential aperture. A beam's spotsize and
phase curvature are unaffected by the aperture. Similar to the Gaussian aperture, the
exponential aperture may be used for beam diagnostics by only measuring beam posi-
tions and slopes. Of particular interest is that for an exponential aperture
(5.124)
Though this relation is valid for an exponential aperture, it follows from Egs. (5.81) and
(5.82) that this same relation applies to Gaussian apertures as well.
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SUMMARY
All Gaussian beam optical systems are, to some extent, nonlossless. Similarly, tilts
and misalignments within the system are inevitable. Furthermore, in modern optical sys-
tems design, these effects are often not accidental, but are introduced for system
enhancement. For example, high diffraction loss ("unstable") resonators use transverse
losses to achieve high power in a single highly stable mode, and prism pairs are used for
chirp compensation. It is therefore useful to obtain a systematic methodology to analyze
these systems.
A novel transfer matrix formalism has been developed from first principles which
models the propagation of Gaussian beams of light in misaligned, nonlossless optical sys-
tems. The optical systems are represented by complex 3x3 generalized Gaussian beam
matrices, and matrices have been developed for several optical elements. Analogies have
been used for nomenclature, and have suggested new optical elements such as the
exponential variable reflectivity mirror and the complex prismlike medium.
CHAPTER VI
LASER RESONATOR MODES
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important applications of the Gaussian beam theory in the previous
chapter involves the prediction of the output beam spotsize and radius of phase front cur-
vature of a laser oscillator. However, in the last chapter the output beam profile was
assumed to be Gaussian only by postulate. In this chapter, it is shown that there are other
laser oscillator eigenmodes, and stability criteria are used to determine which eigenmode
a given laser operates in.
FUNDAMENTAL GAUSSIAN MODE
The Gaussian mode of a resonator that contains only complex optical elements that
have generalized beam matrix representations may be found from the self-consistency
requirement that {]x repeat after a round trip through the resonator. If the round-trip
matrix elements are Ax, Bx , ex, Dx ' Gx' and Hx ' then the steady-state beam parameter
{]xoo at the chosen reference plane in the chosen direction must be a solution of
If Bx i:- 0, then this is a quadratic equation having the two roots
D -A . [ [A +D ]2]1/2l/{]x co = "2B
x
x ± ~x 1- x 2 x ,
(6.1 )
(6.2)
where the unimodularity condition Ax Dx - Bx c::r = 1, which applies to all optical resona-
tors and periodic optical systems, has been used.
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Equation (6.2) is sometimes rearranged as
where
A +D
cos8x == x 2 x
(6.3)
(6.4)
The two solutions given in Eq. (6.2) are not necessarily acceptable in a practical situa-
tion, and sometimes neither solution is desirable. For example, if all of the matrix ele-
ments are real and the condition -1~(Ax + Dx )l2~1 is not satisfied, then from Eq. (6.2)
the beam parameter is also real. But from Eq. (5.49) the resulting spotsize is infinite.
Therefore, one may impose on Eq. (6.2) a confinement condition which requii'es that the
square of the spotsize must be positive and finite. However, confinement in one plane of
an optical resonator does not guarantee confinement everywhere within the resonator.
Similarly, confinement for a given direction of propagation at a given plane does not
necessarily imply confinement for the opposite direction of propagation at the same
plane. Confinement at all planes within the resonator for light beams propagating in both
directions is required for a "confined mode." However, there are lasers which exhibit
unconfined ring modes [16].
A similar self-consistency requirement exists for the position and slope of the beam,
and applying the condition Sx 1=Sx2 =Sxoo to Eq. (5.73) results in
(6.5)
The resulting position and slope of the mode may be garnered from Eq. (5.53) or (5.54).
Perturbation Stability
Though physically realizable modes need not be confined, they must be perturbation
stable, as perturbations due to, for example, imperfections in instrumentation and align-
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ment always exist [16]. If the beam parameter is perturbed by O~, then after a round trip,
the perturbation becomes 0;. These perturbations may be related using Eg. (5.72):
_1_ + 0; = Cx + Dx(lIqx oo + (1) (6.6)
qxoo Ax + Bx(lIqxoo + Oq)
= [Cx + D:Jqx oo ]rI + O~Dx/(Cx + Dx/qx oo)] (6.7)
Ax + Bx/qxoo I + OqB.../(Ax + B.../qxoo)
- [Cx +Dx/qx oo ] [I + O~Dx _ O~Bx ] (68)
- Ax + Bx/qxoo (Cx + D.../qxoo) (Ax + Bx/qxoo) . .
The unimodularity condition (AxDx - BxCx = 1) may be used, and it follows that for a
small initial perturbation O~,
(6.9)
Though it is assumed in Eq. (6.2) that Bx *0, this result is valid even when Bx =O.
Mode stability is assured if the perturbation damps after each round trip. As was first
shown in Ref 16, this is the case if
(6.10)
Applying this stability criterion to Eg. (6.3), it follows that the two solutions given in Eq.
(6.2) have stability factors that are reciprocals of each other. Thus, when one solution is
stable, the other is unstable. There is always one and only one stable solution except
when Ax + Dx is purely real and less than two in absolute value, in which case both solu-
tions are metastable.
A similar stability analysis may be performed for the displacement parameter:
S ,s::': _ Sx oo + Os + Gx + Hx/qx ooroo ;- us - A B I A B I
. X + xJ{lx oo x + .\J{!.r oo
For a perturbation of any size,
(6.11 )
85 1 p_18; = -'1A-'.-
r
-+---;B~x--"'/q-x-oo"""l - xs .
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(6.12)
Thus, the same condition for stability exists [Eg. (6.10)] for the displacement parameter
Sx' as for the beam parameter, Qx' These stability results are independent of whether the
system is misaligned or curved, since the stability factor is independent of Gx and Hx .
POLYNOMIAL·GAUSSIAN MODES
With the approximations discussed in Chapter V, the eigenmodes for any medium
described by Eq. (5.31) and several thin optical elements such as a lens, prism, Gaussian
aperture, and exponential aperture can be written
E,,,,, (x ,y ,Z " ) =RiE,:", (x ,y ,z )cxp[i (00' - !k" (z ')dz ')]} [cosu;; + sinur" 1 ,
where the complex electric field factor is [138]
E,:/II(x,y ,z) =E':/II,oexpf-i[Qx(z)x212 + Qy(z)y 212 + Sx(z)x + Sy(z)y + P(z)]}
(6.13)
(6.14)
and the notation Ref} designates the real part of a complex function. Thus a given beam
mode contains essentially three parts - a plane wave factor, a Gaussian factor, and a poly-
nomial factor. It is this polynomial factor which differentiates the different beam modes.
Beam Transformations
The first transformation of the parameters in the polynomial factor of the electric
field in Eq. (6.14) is [240]
(6.15)
In material media,
(6.16)
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Dx =:dB.Jdz,
(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)
(6.20)
and the differential equation for ox, the complex displacement of the polynomial term in
Eq. (6.14), is [33]
(6.21 )
It can be shown by direct substitution that the exact solution of Eq. (6.2 I) is
(6.22)
This new transformation generalizes a previous result [110] to include the effects of
misalignment. Though there has been an emphasis here on Hermite-Gaussian modes, the
field distribution in Eq. (6. 13) can be expressed in terms of Laguerre-Gaussian functions,
and this new transformation [Eq. (6.22)] may also be used for off-axis Laguerre-Gaussian
beam modes in misaligned complex optical systems [110].
Though our analysis has dealt with complex argument modes, there may also be
interest in polynomial-Gaussian beam modes in which the arguments of the polynomials
are real. As opposed to the complex-argument beam modes, these real argument modes
have simple spherical phase fronts. It is shown in the appendix that the real-argument
modes are a special case of the complex argument modes when the generalized beam
matrix is purely real. However, real-valued beam matrices correspond to lossless optical
systems (with the exception of a uniform thin lossy element such as a conventional par-
tially reflecting uniform mirror). Thus, the effect of nonuniform loss is to distort the
spherical phase front of a polynomial-Gaussian beam. Real argument modes are not
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eigenmodes of complex optical systems.
The Gaussian factor in Eq. (6.14) contains a phase parameter P(z). It is difficult to
integrate the corresponding phase parameter equation for a medium represented by an
arbitrary generalized beam matrix. However, in terms of an integral, the result is
. [[ 4' B ] [ 4' B ]]+ J. .- 11/L1I 1+ 1 x + 1ILll 1+ 1 v
2 ko IWll Ax + Bx/qx 1 ko (~\~ Ay + Bylqy 1
I f[ dHx dGx ] I ' I f[ dH~, dGV ] I '
+ 2k
o1 6Gx----;[Z' -Hx----;[Z' lZ + 2ko (6 Gy dz -HydT lZ (6.23)
(6.24)
The real part of the right-hand side of this equation is the axial phase shift experienced by
an input beam after propagating through an optical system. If one is interested in the
gain in the axial field magnitude, it may be more convenient to rewrite Eq. (6.23) as
x exp[_l_' [ Sx (2Bx + Sv 12Bv ]]
2ko1 Ax + Bx/qx I Ay + Bylqy 1 '
where it is assumed for simplicity only that the optical system is aligned, and the input
medium and output medium are identical.
Oscillation Conditions
In the previous section, we considered the stability of a fundamental-mode Gaussian
beam. For polynomial-Gaussian beams, oscillation conditions must be applied to the
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complex spotsize Wr and the complex displacement parameter ()x' If the condition
Wr2 =Wr 1 == Wxoo is applied to Eg. (6.15), then
_ 2Blko
(6.25)
(6.26)
condition.
where Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) have been used. Though the complex spotsize has some
I
features which are similar to the beam parameter, there is no corresiponding confinement
I
A similar analysis is used for the displacement parameter governed by Eg. (6.22)
I
and if 8x2 =8x I =8xoo then the steady state complex displacement parameter is
I
8
xoo
=(SxJ3x + BxGx -AxHx)/ko
I - (Ax + B.JCJxoo)
[Bx Gx - (Ax - I )Hx ]/ko
=-'"'=---:,:.---,c..,.-'-'---=-,--:.'=--=-2[ I - (Ax + Dx )12]
where Egs. (6.3) and (6.4) have been used.
Perturbation Stability
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
To determine the conditions for stability of the complex spotsize,1 the steady-state
value is perturbed as before,
and the magnitude of the perturbation becomes
81v IA B / 12 F 2s:r- = x + xdlx oo = .\".1" ,
ulV
(6.30)
(6.31 )
even for large perturbations. Thus, an input beam's complex spotsize approaches the
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value given in Eq. (6.26) if Fxs < 1.
A perturbation of the complex displacement parameter
is used to find the magnitude of the perturbation:
(6.33)
Similar to the complex spotsize, an input beam's complex displacement parameter
approaches the value given in Eq. (6.29) if Fxs <I. As with the complex spotsize, if
Fxs < I, then the complex displacement parameter is stable even for large perturbations.
However, both of these criteria are different from the stability criteria for the beam
parameter and displacement parameter of the Gaussian portion of the field, which were
stable when F.rs > 1. Thus, there are no conditions for which the Gaussian factor and the
Hermite Factor are simultaneously stable for an arbitrary mode index.
Discussion
In one approach to beam mode analysis, an initial field configuration is assumed.
This initial field is allowed to propagate through the resonator of interest many times and
the limiting output field profile becomes a mode of the resonator. Alternatively, oscilla-
tion conditions may be used to determine the modes of a resonator. In this latter case,
perturbation stability criteria must be used to determine if the mode is experimentally
realizable. This latter approach has been developed here.
Optical systems of large aperture which may contain any combination of the follow-
ing elements may be represented by a generalized beam matrix: Gaussian transmission
filters (and Gaussian variable reflectivity mirrors), and exponential transmission filters
(and exponential variable reflectivity mirrors), thin lenses, thin prisms, spherical mirrors,
and any medium representable by Eq. (5.31) with input and output planes which may be
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flat or quadratically curved, tilted, or displaced. When the effect of saturation on the
beam mode is ignored, a laser composed of these optical elements may be represented by
an infinite periodic "lens-waveguide." The generalized beam matrix for a unit cell of the
lens-waveguide may be ob~ained by multiplying in reverse order the matrix representa-
tions of the optical elemen~s which make up the unit cell. The laser that corresponds to
the lens-waveguide will operate in the fundamental mode when the stability condition
[ [ ]
2]11.,
, Ax + Dx . Ax + Dx .Fxs = IAx +Bx/qx oo I = 2 ± I I - 2 > I , (6.34)
is satisfied. If the confinern:ent condition, wx- 2 > 0, is also satisfied, then the fundamental
mode is Gaussian. When the stability condition is not satisfied, there is no mode which is
stable.
It has been noticed that TEM 00 and the TEM 10 modes have the same stability factor
for aligned optical systems [241]. This can be seen by examination of the field distribu-
tions. The electric field distributions for these modes are
Eoo(x,y ,z) =Eoo,oexp{-i[Qr(z)x212 + Qy(z)y 212 + Sx(z)x + Sy(z)y + P(z)]J, (6.35)
E ' , E 10 0 2(x - Or)10(x,y,z)=Eoo~ W (A +B;' )00,0 x 1 x x qxo (6.36)
In particular, E 10 (x ,y ,z) is independent of W:r2(Z) and thus the beam does not suffer
from the instability of the. transformation of the complex spotsize. If the system and
input beam are aligned, then 8x2(z) == °and it follows that the TEM 00 and the TEM 10
modes have the same stabillity.
To investigate which of the two modes the laser operates in, we compare the power
gain per pass of each mode:
00 00
P () f f E,:,;, (x ,y ,z )E':I/l (x ,y ,z )dxdyG = owerl1l11 Z = -,-..,...00_-_00 _
fI ,11/11 - Powerll/II (0) 00 00f f E,:,;, (x ,y ,O)E':I/l (x ,y ,O)dxd.v
-00 -00
(6.37)
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From Eqs. (6.35) - (6.37), it folIows that the ratio of the power gains of the two modes is
'2 2
GP ,DO _ IE 00,0 1 1Wrl 1 IA + B' 12
G - i 2 2 r r,qxo .p,lO IE W,O 1 WX1 . .
If both modes have the same initial power, then
Gp ,DO _ IA + B' 12 - F 2G - X x,qx oo - xs ,
p,lO
(6.38)
(6.39)
and the laser will operate in the fundamental mode since it has a larger gain per pass than
the TEMIO'
As a final note, the stability factor Fxs is independent of Gx and Hx . Thus,
transverse mode selection within a laser is independent of misalignments or curvatures of
the optical elements within the resonator. Furthermore, it is also independent of the pres-
ence of prisms or exponential apertures.
MULTIPASS MODES
In previous sections it was assumed that laser oscillators operate in single-pass
modes. In this section, generalized matrix theorems are developed and used to determine
whether multipass modes exist.
Sylvester's Theorem
The purpose of this subsection is to derive Sylvester's theorem for 3x3 matrices
which have the same form as generalized beam matrices. It may be noted that these
matrices [Eq.(2.81)] are qualitatively similar to conventional augmented linear matrices
[Eq. (5.71)]. The simplest method used in Chapter III to derive Sylvester's theorem for
the augmented linear matrices was to use the commutativity requirement that
P T =T P to obtain two equations with two unknowns. If this is done with the gen-
eralized beam matrix, then the two equations are
A,I' G + C.JI + Gs =AG.I· + DH.\. + G , (6.40)
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(6.41)
These equations may be solved for Gs and Hs to obtain Sylvester's theorem since As, B,I"
C.I·, and Ds are the same as those equivalent elements for a 2x2 matrix. However, it may
be noticed that Eqs. (6.40) and (6.41) are the same as Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76) if
B f-.-7 C (6.42)
E.-7G (6.43)
F.-7H (6.44)
Bs f-.-7 Cs (6.45)
Es .-7 Gs (6.46)
Fs .-7 Hs . (6.47)
Since Es and Fs have been calculated previously, Gs and H,I' are obtained, and the results
are written in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII
GENERALIZED BEAM MATRIX THEOREMS
Description Operation Matrix
cosO == Ih(A + D)
y==A+D-2=2(cosO-I)
[8 ?l'
Asin(sO) - sin[(s-I)O] Bsin(sO) 0
~Ivester's n 1 D sin(s 0) - sin[(s-I)O]lJ Csin(sO) 0eorem H ""5Tiiij" C' H' sinO., ..
Reverse ~I I~ [CH~DC n ?]ATheorem -(BC-AH)
S~uar.ed [8
n
?r [AtA+DL3-
1 lJf\A+D) ?]J) A+ 0 +lJ-Iatnx H (A +)C+tH lJ:U+(D;I)H
Unit [8
B
?r [A lJ 0]J) C lJMatrix H CHI
Square Root [8 IJ 0] II.! [ (A+I)l;'" B~II.! ?]J) 0 y11.!(2y+1 t~li(~+2)-CH] (D+~y-II.!Matrix H 1 yll.!(2y+lt l [( +2)H-BC]
Identity [A IJ t' [8 o 0]C J) 0 I 0Matrix CHI o 1
Inverse [A R q]-II.! [ (0+1):(," -lJ§11.! 0]Square Root C lJ 0 -C I.! (A +1 '(II.! ()
Matrix CHI (2Y+lt l{(y+l)cH-[(y+1)0+I)C} (2y+I)-I{(y+I)B -[(y+l)/\ +1111 } I
Inverse [8
IJ 0] -I [ lJ -IJ v]J) 0 -C AMatrix H 1 CH-OC BC-AH
Inverse
[8
IJ (1] -2 [0rt+D))1 -IJ(A+O)
v]S~uar.ed J) 0 - A+ A A+O -Iatnx H 1 (A + I~C +~H B~+(lJ;1 )H
C; == [(A - I)sin(s 0) + (0 - 1)(sin[(s-I)O) + sinO}]y-IC + [sin(sO) - sin[(s-I )0)- sinO)y-ICH
H; == [sin(s 0) - sin[(s-I)O)- sinO]y-IBC + [(D - 1)sin(sO) + (A - I){sin[(s-I )OJ + sinO}]y-IH
Reverse Theorem
The reverse theorem tS another generalized transfer matrix theorem discussed in
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Chapter III. In this section the particular reverse theorem that applies to generalized
beam matrices is derived.
The derivation for the reverse matrix follows similar derivations in Chapter III. The
output beam is related to the input beam through the matrix equation
[ u
x
] [ux 1[Qxlko lux =T [Qxlko lux .
SxUx 2 SxUx I
Proceeding as in Chapter III, both sides are multiplied by T-I:
[
u
x
] _I [ U
x
][Qxlko lux =T [Qxlko lux
Sx Ux 1 Sx Ux 2
(6.48)
(6.49)
Now the vectors must be situated to reflect the reverse operation. The quantities in the
vectors propagate through differential Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35). For reverse propagation
Z -7 -z, and these differential equations may be rewritten
(6.50)
(6.51 )
Thus Qr -7 -Qx and Sx -7 -Sx for reverse propagation. The signal vector can now be
written as a matrix multiplied by the corresponding signal vector traveling in the opposite
direction so that Eg. (6.51) becomes
[6~I 8] [[- Q:lkolUX] =T-l [6 ~I 8] [[- Q:lkolUX]o 0 -I - Sx Ux I 0 0 -I - Sx Ux 2
Multiplying both sides of Eg. (6.52) on the left by the appropriate matrix yields
[[- Q.:lko lu.\·1 = [6 ~l 8] T-l [6 ~I 8] [[- Q:lkolUX]
- Sx Ux I 0 0 -I 0 0 -I - Sx Ux 2
Thus it follows from the definition of a reverse matrix [Eq. (3.4)l that
(6.52)
(6.53)
(6.54)
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[10 0] [1 0 0]TR = 0 -1 0 T-1 0 -1 0 .o 0 -1 0 0 -1
The result of this calculation is included in Table VIII. If AD-BC==I, then the system
represented by the matrix T is symmetric if A =D , G =0, and H =O.
Multipass Resonator Modes
A self-consistency requirement has been used to obtain the steady-state~ beam
parameter [Eq. (6.1)] and displacement parameter [Eq. (6.5)]. However, it was I previ-
ously assumed that these parameters repeat after a single round trip. In this subs,ection,
we investigate whether there exist additional modes which repeat after multiplei round
i
trips.
If the beam parameter repeats after n round trips then
I/q - Cx ,II + Dx ,1I!qX 00,1114 x oo,lI - A + B 1
X ,II X ,lI l qx oo ,1I
(6.55)
From Sylvester's theorem in Table VIII, Ax ,II' Bx,II' Cx,II' and Dx,II may be substituted
into Eq. (6.55):
II. _ Cx sin(1l e) + (Dx sin(n e) - sin[(n-l )e] - sine jl.1xoo,ll
qx oo ,lI - (Ax sin(n e) - sin[(ll-1 )e] - sinO) + B x sin(n e)/clxoo,1I :(6.56)I
By multiplying both sides of Eq. (5.65) by the denominator of the right hand side, of the
I
equation, it can be seen that all of the e terms cancel and Eq. (6.56) mh be rewritten
i
(6.57)
However, comparing this equation with Eq. (6.1) it follows that l/(l.ro",11 = I/qx oo,l" Thus,
there are no additional multipass values to the beam parameter.
A similar analysis may be applied to the displacement parameter. The single-pass
displacement parameter is the same as Eq. (6.5):
S - Gx + H.\·!qx 00x oo ,1 - A 1 I
x + Bxd/xoo -
(6.58)
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The multipass displacement parameter is
S - GX ,II + Hx,lI/qxooX "",II - A + B I I
X ,II X ,lI l qx oo -
(6.59)
Substituting Ax ,II' Bx ,II' GX ,II' and Hx ,II from Sylvester's theorem in Table VIII, it follows
after some algebra that
(Sxoo,1I - Sxoo,()[(Ax + Bx/qxoo)sin(n 8) - (sin[(n - 08] + sin(8))] =0 . (6.60)
(6.61)
Thus, either the mode is a single pass mode (i. e. Sx oo,1I =Sxoo,t) or it is a multipass mode
which satisfies
[Ax sin(n 8) - (sin[(n - 1)8] + Sin(8))] + [Bxsin(n 8)]/qx oo =0
This is essentially the same result as obtained in Chapter III. In particular, if the criteria
given in Eqs. (3.56) and (3.57) are met, then both of the bracketed quantities in Eq. (6.60)
are zero, and thus Eq. (6.61) is satisfied. Alternately, Ax + Bx/qx oo == exp(i8) may be
used, and the bracketed quantity in Eg. (6.60) becomes
n 8 =2k1t (6.62)
for any integer k. This is the same condition derived previously for aligned systems.
Thus, 8 must be real, and it follows that multipass modes are always metastable.
SUMMARY
In Chapter V, the generalized beam matrix method was established to propagate
fundamental Gaussian beams in misaligned complex optical systems. Here, new
transformations were applied to polynomial-Gaussian beams in these optical systems.
An important application of the theory involves the investigation of the mode selection in
lasers and periodic optical systems and this problem was considered here. In particular,
it was found that when the stability factor Fx.l' > I, the laser operates in the fundamental
mode. If the confinement condition lVx- 2 > 0 is also satisfied, then this mode is Gaussian.
When F.ts = I, all of the modes are metastable and the laser cannot discriminate between
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the modes. When Fxs < 1, all of the modes are unstable. In practice, they encounter a
system aperture or other mode mixing element which makes the beam mode nonGaus-
sian, but also invalidates the generalized beam matrix characterization for the system.
Paraxial misalignment has no effect on single-pass mode selection.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
A large and growing portion of laser optics may be treated using transfer matrix
methods. These matrix methods are conceptually and mathematically simple, and they
encourage an organized systems approach. There are additional advantages to using
transfer matrix methods if they are studied as a group. Once one is familiar with one
transfer matrix method, it is straightforward to learn another, even if it is from a com-
pletely different branch of science. One contribution of this work has been to give a
novel summary of the properties shared by all or many of the transfer matrices. When
matrix methods are studied in parallel, highly sought analogies become transparent. For
example, one may gain insight into the physics of particle accelerators by studying light
ray propagation.
Transfer matrix methods are widely used in the study of polarization optics. For
coherent laser radiation, the simple yet powerful Jones calculus matrix method is used.
For optical systems illuminated by partially coherent light the Mueller transfer matrix
method is common employed.
Analytical methods and state-of-the-art computer software both used transfer matrix
methods for thin film design. The same techniques are used for design of Fabry-Perot
and other types of interferometers.
Perhaps the oldest and most important optics problems involve tracing light rays
through optical systems. Paraxial ray matrices are very simple, and yet invaluable in
compound lens design. The existence of third-order aberrations provides one the classic
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problems in lens design. There also exists a transfer matrix method to treat these abeml-
tions.
The most fundamental problem in laser optics involves the propagation of Gaussian
laser beams. Beam matrices are used to propagate Gaussian beams through optical sys-
tems, and for laser resonator design. The output beam of a laser may be one of several
polynomial-Gaussian modes, and analysis of these modes may be performed using Gaus-
sian beam matrices as well.
There are optical systems that partially reflect light beams in a way that depends on
the light's polarization. For these optical systems, it is straightforward to combine the
reflection matrices and the Jones polarization matrices into a simple 4x4 matrix form.
Similarly, there are optical systems requiring a hybrid of the paraxial ray matrices and
the Gaussian beam matrices. Unlike the Jones-reflection hybrid, it is not obvious how to
combine these matrix methods for misaligned complex optical systems. The solution of
this difficulty requires a rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations, and this has been done
here. The resulting 3x3 matrix method invented by the auther uses matrices that have
only six independent elements. The matrix representations for a large number of optical
elements have also been obtained.
Future work may be concentrated in a variety of areas. Preliminary work has been
performed in this thesis to analyze Gaussian pulses in optical systems with time-
dependent properties. A reasonable percentage of lasers are pulsed, and the establish-
ment of simple matrix methods to propagate these pulses would be highly desirable.
Saturation plays an important role in high gain lasers. Because of this, our beam
analysis could not be used to, for example, predict laser output power. Saturation can
also affect a laser beam's size and profile. It would be desirable to create a matrix
method, or a least a systematic method, to analyze some or all of these effects.
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Even our generalized beam matrix method is oblivious to the difference between a
spherical mirror and a parabolic one. It would be desirable to obtain a transfer matrix
method to treat aberrated laser beams.
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